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PUBUSHERS' NOTE 

This is the masterly English Introduction to 'Vedanta 
Prakriya Pratyabhijiia', an original work in Sanskrit by Sri 
Swami Satchidanandendra Saraswati Maharaj, on the one 
comprehensive method which lays bare the true nature of 
Vedantic Revelation of the self-existing Reality or Brahman. 
As all the copies of the first edition printed way back in 1964 
have been sold out, this second edition is now printed in 
response to an ever-increasing demand. 

Sri Swamiji has explained here at some length how the 
traditional method elucidates the central theme of the 
Upanishads and convincingly reconciles all apparently con
flicting doctrines in these sacred works. He has also given us 
a brief account of the history of Vedantic thought as far as 
available from the remotest times up to the time of 
Sarvajiiatma Muni. 

One fact emerges from this brief summary of the 
different Vedantic schools prior and subsequent to sailkara 
and his grand preceptor Gau<;iapada. Side by side, with the 
tradition of Absolutism which these two great teachers have 
indelibly perpetuated in their works, there were other 
Monistic schools which claimed to represent the original 
Upanishadic teachings. Except for one honourable exception 
in Sureswaracharya, aU other post-Sailkara Advaitins, even 
while professing to explain Sailkara, have succumbed either 
to the influence of the ancient Monists or to that of the later 
Dualistic Vedantins and thus lost sight of the only method 
which holds the key to the right understanding of the 
Upanishadic teaching. Swamiji has made this po~.nt abun-



dantly clear through his critical appreciations (If the various 
schools examined in the body of the present work. It is our 
firm conviction that this is the frist attempt of its kind, and 
that it is sure to revolutionize many of the current notions 
regarding the true nature of Sailkara's Vedanta. 

The Introduction is thus in itself a solid contribution to 
Vedantic thought, and therefore, at the suggestion of some 
of our friends, we are bringing it out as a separate publication 
for the benefit of those who would have a handy book at a 
moderate price containing in a nut-shell the most up-to-date 
reliable information on Sailkara-Vedanta, pure and simple, 
purged of all later accretions, while also giving a critical 
account of the distinctive features of the sub-commentaries 
of the most important Advaitic thinkers. 

We hope that this publication will be appreciated by all 
critical students of Vedanta. 

We are thankful to Shri. Dileep B.K., of MIS L.M.Gra
phics,Opp. Malleswaram Railway Station, Bangalore-21, for 
typesetting and also to Sri Lakshmi Enterprises, Chamarajpet, 
Bangalore for printing this attractive edition. 

HOLENARSIPUR, 
17-08-1995 

(Krishna Janmashtami) 

A.THANDAVESHW AR 
Chairman, A.P.Karyalaya. 
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HOW TO RECOGNIZE THE METHOD OF VEDANTA 

SECTION ONE 

THE ORTHODOX VIEW OF THE UPANISHADS 

1. QUESTIONS THAT PUZZLE THE STUDENTS 

OF VEDANTA 

Modem students of the Upanishads are often bewil
dered by the numerous conflicting opinions of research-schol
ars, no less than by the various presentations of the system 
of thought contained in those sacred works. Which is the 
genuine system of Vedanta, if there be any, contained in the 
classical Upanishads, and what is the method, if there be 
one, adopted therein to develop that system ? Is there any 
unity of teaching, as claimed by tradition, in these Upanishads, 
the Bhagavadgita and the Brahma-Siitras ? Would it be 
possible to determine the system of Vedanta by an indepen
dent study of the Upanishads or with the help of the 
Bhagavadgita and the Brahma-Siitras ? Or, if we are obliged 
to take any interpreter as a safe guide in this matter, how is 
he to be spotted ? And on what principles are we to deter
mine his system itself, in case we happen to have various 
accounts of it clashing with one another? And finally, if we 
do light upon a system of Vedanta, what is the value to be 
attached to it, based as it is on the Vedas, when compared 
to the advanced philosophies of modem independent think-
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ers of the West ? 
Both to the orthodox pundits of the several schools of 

Vedanta, and to that section of our college-educated young 
men who invariably look to research-scholars for inspiration 
in such matters, it is a matter of indifference how these and 
other kindred questions are answered. The former look on 
their respective Bhashyakaras as an authority beyond all doubt 
and dispute, and armed to the teeth with quotations and 
principles of exegesis and scholastic logic, they are ever 
ready to defend their views against all opposition. And the 
latter group rest content with voicing forth the opinion of 
the particular scholar whom they admire most. The present 
treatise, however, is intended for the orthodox section of 
critical students of Vedanta who are not biased either way, 
but are earnestly seeking after any real help in arriving at a 
satisfactory conclusion in the matter. 

2. INDEPENDENT STUDY OF TIlE PRASTHANAS 

FRUIlLESS 

Scholars are divided in their opinion as to whether or 
not students of the three Prasthanas of Vedanta - to wit, the 
Upanishads, the Bhagavadgita and the Brahma-SUtras - should 
be guided by a particular commentator. [n the body of the 
present work (Chapter two), I have explained why an indepen
dent study of these three divisions of Vedantic works is not 
likely to be helpful in ascertaining either the system presented 
therein or the method adopted to work it out. Modern scholars, 
eastern or western, have come pretty much to the same 
conclusion though for different reasons. Here are some speci
mens of their pronouncements :-

(1) "A system of the Upanishads, strictly speaking, does 
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not exist. For these treatises are not the work of a single genius, 
but the total philosophical product of an entire epoch." 

P.Deussen, Pu. p. 51 

(2) " 'There is little that is spiritual in all this' ; 'this empty 
intellectual conception, void of spirituality, is the highest form 
that the Indian mind is capable of '." 

Gough, quoted by S.Radhakrishnan, IP. Vol. 1, p. 139 

(3) " If anything is evident even on a cursory review of the 
Upanishads -and the impression so'crea ted is only strengthened 
by a more careful investigation - it is that they do not constitute 
a systematic whole." 

G.Thibal,lt, VS.lntro. ciii 

"If we understand by philosophy a philosophical system 
coherent in all its parts, free from all contradictions and 
allowing room for all the different statements made in all the 
chief Upanishads, a philosophy of the Upanishads cannot 
even be spoken of." 

ibid, p. cxiv 

(4) "For gaining an insight into the early growth of Indian 
philosophic thought, this period (the Upanishadic period) is in 
fact the most valuable; though of systematized philosophy, in 
our sense of the word, it contains, as yet, little or nothing." 

Max-Muller, SS. p. 6 

"With US a philosophy always means something system
atic, while what we find here (in the Upanishads) are philo
sophic rhapsodies rather than consecutive treatises." 

ibid, p.182 

(5) "The Upanishads had no set theory of philosophy 
or d.ogmatic scheme of theology to propound. They hint at 
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the truth in life, but not as yet in science or philosophy. So 
numerous are their suggestions of truth, so various are their 
guesses at God, that almost anybody may seek in them what 
he wants and find what he seeks, and every school of dog
matics may congratulate itself on finding its own doctrine in 
the sayings of the Upanishads." 

S.Radhakrishnan, IP. p. 140 

(6) " The difficulty of assuring oneself that any interpre
' tation is absolutely the right one is enhanced by the fact that 
germs of diverse kinds of thoughts are found scattered over the 
Upanishads which are not worked out in a systematic manner." 

Dasgupta, HIP Vol. I. p. 41-42 

"Under these circumstances it is necessary that a mod
em interpreter of the Upanishads should turn a deaf ear to 
the absolute claims of these exponents, and look upon the 
Upanishads not as a systematic treatise but as a repository 
of diverse currents of thought - the melting pot in which all 
later philosophic ideas were still in a state of fusion." 

ibid,p.42 

So much for the Upanishads independently studied. And 
what about the Glta? I shall begin with a quotation from Swami 
Vivekananda: 

"Than the Glta no better commentary on the Vedas has 
been wri Uen or can be written. The essence of the Srutis, or of 
the Upanishads, is hard to be understood, seeing that there are 
so many commentators, each one trying to interpret in his own 
way. Then the Lord Himselfcomes, He who is the inspirer of 
the Srutis, to show us the meaning of them, as the preacher of 
the Gita, and today India wants nothing better, the world wants 
nothing better than that method of interpretation." 

FCA, pp. 178-179 
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And yet, this divine commentary, has met with no better 
fate at the hands of not only indigenous commentators, but also 
of the scholars who charge them with being warped by pre
conceived notions ! The warring interpretations of the former 
are well known to our readers. I shall therefore rest content with 
exhibiting very briefly what the independent interpreters of the 
Glta, have got to say. An extract from Dr. S. Radhakrishnan's 
'Indian Philosophy', will be quite sufficient, in my opinion, for 
our present purpose. 

1. "Finding that the Gita is not a consistent piece of 
doctrine, different writers try to account for it in different 
ways. Garbe and Hopkins suppose that se'\'eral writers in 
different centuries have been at work upon it. According to 
Garbe the original Gita was written in the second century 
B.c. as a theistic tract, based on the SaIikhya-Yoga, though 
in the second century A.D. it was adopted by the upholders 
of the Upanishad monism. 'These two doctrines - the theistic 
and the pantheistic - are mixed up with each other, and 
follow each other, sometimes quite un-connected and some
times looSely connected. And it is not the case that the one 
is represented as a lower exoteric and the other as the higher 
esoteric doctrine .......... ' Hopkins makes the Gita: a Krshl)aite 
version of a Vishl)uite poem, which was itself a late Upanishad. 
Keith believes that it was originally an Upanishad of the type 
of Svetasvatara, but was later adopted to the cult of KrshI).a. 
Holtzmann looks upon it as Vishl)uite re-modelling of a 
pantheistic poem. Barnett thinks that different streams of 
tradition became confused in the mind of the author. Deussen 
makes it a late product of the degeneration of the monistic 
thought of the Upanishads belonging to a period of transi
tion from theism to realistic atheism." 

IP, Vol, I, p. 530 
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Radhakrishnan himself is of the <!pinion that "there is no 
need to accept any of these conjectures. The Gita is an 
application of the Upanishad ideal to the new situations which 
arose at the time of the Mahabharata. In adapting the idealism 
of the Upanishads to a theisticall y minded people, it attempts to 
derive a religion from the Upanishad philosophy." 

ibid, p. 530 

2. Prof. Dasgupta writes : 
"I suppose it has been amply proved that, in the light 

of un-contradicted tradition of the Mahabharata and the 
Paiica-Ratra literature, the Glta is to be regarded as a work 
of the Bhagavata school, and an internal analysis of the work 
also shows that the Glta is neither an ordinary Sarikhya nor 
a Vedanta work, but represents some older system wherein 
the views of an earlier school of Sarikhya are mixed up with 
Vedantic ideas different from the Vedanta as interpreted by 
Sarikara." 

HIP. Vol II. p. 550 

Let us now turn to the Brahma-Siitras. The difficulty in 
determining their purport independently is too obvious to 
require any proof. Attempts have been made, however, to 
ascertain whether or not they faithfully interpret the import of 
the Upanishads with equally jejune results. I shall quote a few 
opinions of scholars who hav~ studied the problem, from 
different stand-points. 

1. George Thibaut, who has translated the Vedanta Siitras 
with Sarikara's Bhashya, says: 

"There are, moreover, other facts in the history of Indian 
Philosophy and theology which help us better to appreciate the 
possibility of BadarayaQ,a's Siitras already setting forth a 
doctrine that lays greater stress on the personal character of the 
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highest being than is in agreement with the prevailing tendency 
of the Upanishads. That the pure doctrine of these ancient 
Brahminical treatises underwent at a rather early period amal
gamations with beliefs which most probably had sprung up in 
altogether different - priestly or non-priestly - communities is 
a well-known circumstance .... The attempts of a certain (?) set 
of Indian commentators to explain it (the Bhagavadglta) as 
setting forth pure Vedanta i.e. the pure doctrine of the Upani
shads, may simply be set aside. But this same Bhagavadglta is 
quoted in Badarayal)a 's-SUtras (at least according to the unani
mous explanations of the most eminent scholiasts of different 
schools) as inferior to Sruti only in authority. The SUtras, 
moreover, refer in different places to certain Vedantic portions 
of the Mahabharata, especially the twelfth book, several of 
which represent fonns of Vedanta distinctly differing from 
Sankara's teaching, and closely related to the system of the 
Bhagavatas. 

f2.cts of this nature - from entering into the details ofwhich 
we are prevented by want of space - tend to mitigate the prima 
facie strangeness of the assumption that the Vedantic SUtras, 
which occupy an intennediate position between the Upanishads 
and Sankara, should yet diverge in their teaching from both." 

VS. Intro. pp. cxxvi-cxxvii 

2. Deussen who had explained the SUtras in accordance 
with his own light, had this to say on the subject: 

"The SUtras become a connected whole only through 
the explanations interwoven among them by oral or written 
exposition. For, without this the 555 Siitras consisting for 
the most part of two or three words each, in which our 
author lays down the whole Vedanta system, are utterly 
unintelligible, especially as they contain, not so much the 
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leading words of the system, as the catch words, for the 
memory to grasp, and these seldom exhibit the main matter, 
but frequently something quite subordinate, have often a 
quite general indeterminate form, which fits the most differ
ent circumstances and leaves everything to the interpreter." 

SV. Introduction, p. 26 

3. And Radhakrishnan writes thus : 
"The SUtras are unintelligible by themselves, and leave 

everything to the interpreter. They refuse, Proteus-like, to be 
caught in any definite shape. Their teaching is interpreted 
sometimes in the bright hues of personal theism, sometimes in 
the grey abstractions of absolutism." 

IP Vol. II, p. 431 

4. Another Indian scholar writes as follows: 
"It seems that BadarayaQa, the writer of the Brahma

SUtras, was probably more a theist, than an absolutist like his 
commentator Sailkara." 

IDP. Vol. I p. 422 

"A study of the extant commentaries on the Brahma
SUtras of BadarayaQa by the adherents of different schools of 
thought leaves us convinced that these SUtras were regarded by 
all as condensations of the teaching of the Upanishads." 

ibid, Vol. 1 p. 433 

- I trust that the above extracts will be quite sufficient to 
convince the readers that the peculiar method of approach 
adopted by the research-scholars, has uniformly acted as a 
self-imposed barrier in their way into the heart of the three 
Prasthanas. They start, in the first place, with a firm convic
tion that there can be no philosophy in the Upanishads, and, 
in the second place, feel sure that a historical development 
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of thought can be traced from the Upanishadic period down 
to our own times, and hence that it is a wild-goose chase to 
go in search of a system common to all the three divisions 
of Vedantic works as the orthodox pUl).dits do. They are, 
moreover, obsessed by the idea that philosophy in the west
ern sense is the only one possible in the nature of things, that 
speculation is the only means of ascertaining truth and that 
eternal truths as contrasted with growing theoretical truths 
are beyond human ken. It is therefore most unlikely that the 
western way of thinking can ever aspire to appreciate genu
ine Vedanta, so long as the fundamental attitude and the 
traditional methods of the Upanishads and kindred writings 
are not taken into account. 

3. PRIMARY IMPORTANCE OF SANKARA'S BHASHYAS 

The impossibility of recognizing a system in the 
Upanishads by means of an independent study being admit
ted, it necessarily follows that we should seek aid from some 
trust-worthy commentator in entering into the spirit of the 
Upanishadic teachings. In the third Chapter of this work, I 
have stated my reasons very briefly for relying upon Satikara 
for his purpose. We have no Vedantic work of any thinker 
previous to Gaugapada and Satikara's Bhashyas are the most 
ancient writings available which claim to interpret all the 
three Prasthanas. Both Gaugapada and Satikara refer to 
Sampradiija or traditional way of interpretation handed down 
from their predecessors in the line. A large majority of modem 
scholars, whether or not they consider Satikara to be faithful 
to his originals, are one with me in this choice. I subjoin a 
few extracts in corroboration of this : 

, 1. "The greatest expositor of the philosophy of the 
Upanishads is Satikara or Satikaracruirya. The teaching of 
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Sailkara himself is the natural and the legitimate interpreta
tion of the philosophy of the Upanishads." 

Gough, Preface to the Philosophy of the Upanishads p. viii 

2. "It is true that even here in the sanctuary of Vedantic 
metaphysics, the realistic tendencies natural to man, have pene
trated, producing the misinterpreting variations of Sailkara's 
Advaita, known under the names Visistadvaita, Dvaita, 
Suddhadvaita of Ramanuja, Madhva, Vallabha, - but India till 
now has not been seduced by their voices, and of hundred 
Vedantins (I have it from a well-informed man, who is himself 
a zealous adversary of Sailkara and follower of Ramanuja) 
fifteen perhaps adhere to Ramanuja, five to Madhva, five to 
Vallabha and seventy-five to Sailkaracharya. 

P. Deussen, PVI pp. 118-119 

3. " In the first place the Sailkara-Bhashya represents 
the so-called orthodox side of the Brahminical theology which 
strictly upholds the Brahman or Highest Self of the 
Upanishads as something different from, and in fact im
mensely superior to, the divine beings such as Vishnu or 
Siva, which for many centuries, have been the chief objects 
of popular worship in India. In the second place, the doc
trine advocated by Sailkara is, from a purely philosophical 
point of view and apart from all theological considerations, 
the most important and interesting one which has arisen on 
Indian soil; neither these forms which diverge from the view 
represented by Sailkara nor any of the non-Vedantic systems 
can be compared with the so-called orthodox Vedanta, in 
boldness, depth and subtlety of speCUlation. In the third 
1. This is from 'The Philosophy of the Vedanta' - an address delivered 

before the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society in 1893. This is 

incorporated in the 'Aspects of the Vedanta' (Nateshan & Co., Madras). 
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place, Sailkara's Bhashya is, as far as we know, the oldest 
of the extant commentaries and relative antiquity is at any 
rate one of the circumstances which have to be taken into 
account, although, it must be admitted, too much weight 
may easily he attached to it. The Sailkara-Bhashya further is 
the authority most generally referred to in India as to the 
right understanding of the Vedanta-Sutras, and ever since 
Sailkara's time the majority of the best thinkers of India have 
been men belonging to his school. If, in addition to all this, 
we take into consideration, the intrinsic merits of Sailkara's 
work which, as a piece of philosophical argumentation and 
theological apologetics, undoubtedly occupies a high rank, 
the preference here given to it will be easily understood." 

Thibaut, VS, pp. xiv-xv 

[Thibaut, as is well known, has striven to demonstrate that in some 

important points their (STUtis) teaching is more closely related to the 

system ofRamanuja tha n to that of Sai1kara. Nevertheless, he declares that 

the Vedanta of Gau<;lapada and Sai1kara "mark a strictly orthodox 

reaction against all combinations of non-Vedic elements of belief and 

doctrine with the teaching of the Upanishads." VS, p. cxxvii] 

4. "Nor have I been at all convinced that [ was wrong 
in following a text (of the Upanishads) such as it is pre
supposed by the commentaries of Sailkara, instead of intro
ducing conjectural emendations, however obvious they seem 
to be. Scholars should learn that the more obvious their 
emendations are, the more difficult it becomes to account for 
the introduction of such palpable corruptions into an ancient 
text, such as it was at the time of Sailkara. My determination 
also, whenever it was impossible to discover a satisfactory 
meaning, to be satisfied with Sailkara's interpretations, who 
after all lived a thousand years ago, may be criticised, and 
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I never represented it as more than a pis aller." 
Max-Muller, SS. p. 179-180 

5. "With his acute feeling of the immeasurable world, his 
stirring gaze into the abysmal mysteries of spirit, his unswerving 
resolve to say neither more nor less than what could be proved, 
Sailkara stands out as a heroic figure of the first rank in the 
somewhat motley crowd of the religious thinkers of medieval 
India. His philosophy stands forth complete, needing neither a 
before nor an after." 

Radhakrishnan, IF. Vol. II p. 446 

"Through the massive and at the same time subtle dialectic 
ofSailkara, there shows forth a vivid, emotional temperament, 
without which philosophy tends to become a mere game of 
logic." 

ibid,p.447 

6. "Though these Brahma-SUtras were differently inter
preted by different exponents, the views expressed in the 
earliest commentary on them now available, written by 
SaIikaracharya, have attained wonderful celebrity, both on 
account of the subtle and deep ideas it contains, and also on 
account of the association of the illustrious personality of 
SaIikara. " 

Dasgupta, HIP, Vol. I, p. 429 

[This writer believes with Thibaut tbat the dualistic interpretations 

Qf the Brahma-Siitras (by the VaisblJavas) have been probably more 

faithful to the Siitras than the interpretation of Sailkara. 

ibid. Vol. I, p.42l] 

4. VEDANTIC TRADITIONS ANTECEDENT TO SANKARA 
Were there different schools of Vedanta before Sailkara? 
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To which traditional school of Vedantins does SaiIkara be
long? It appears to me that this important question has not 
received the attention it deserves at the hands of either In
dian or foreign scholars. SaiIkara-Vijayas (poetical works 
treating of SaiIkara's life and teachings) declare with one, 
voice that SaiIkara's work consisted in reviving the Advaitic 
interpretation or-the SUtras and therefore of the Upanishads 
as well as in effecting certain reforms in the Hindu society 
of his times. Oriental scholars, mostly, do not seem to have 
taken up for discussion the question whether or not there 
were any Advaitins belonging to schools other than that of 
SaiIkara. and if so, in what respect this particular school 
differed from them in expounding the Upanishadic teachings. 

Professor Radhakrishnan, indeed, who sums up Saftkara's 
life according to the biographical accounts available" ob
serves that 'many of the facts mentioned in the~ (SaiIkara
Vijayas) are legendary and of doubtful historical value.' 

Footnote IP, Vol. II. p. 448 

His own estimate of SaiIkara is that the latter (SaiIkara) 
'appeared, at one and the same time, as an eager champion 
of the orthodox faith and a spiritual reformer. He tried to 
bring back the age from the brilliant lUXury of the PuraJ)as 
to the mystic truth of the Upanishads.' (ibid. p. 449). Be
sides Gau4apada, the only predecessors of SaiIkara men
tioned by the professor are Bhartrhari and BhartfPrapaiicha. 

ibid.~ pp. 465-466 

Dr. Dasgupta is quite definite in the matter. He writes 
"I do not know of any Hindu writer previous to Gauejapada 
who attempted to give an exposition of the monistic doctrine 
(apart from the Upanishads), either by writing a commentary 
as did SaiIkara. or by writing an independent work as did 
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GauQapada." 
HIP, Vol. I, p. 422 

The above is no doubt in deference to the opinion of 
Thibaut who remarks "Sarikara does not on the whole im
press one as an author particularly anxious to strengthen his 
own case by appeals to ancient authorities" (VS. [ntro., p. 
xx) and this implies, perhaps, that Sarikara had no traditional 
line of previous teachers worth-mentioning. He indeed ques
tions Gough'sl position when the latter maintains that Sailkara 
is the generally recognized expositor of true Vedantic doc
trine, that that doctrine was handed down by an unbroken 
series of teachers intervening between him and the SUtrakara, 
and that there existed from the beginning only one Vedanta 
doctrine, agreeing in all essential points with the doctrine 
known to us from Sailkara's writings. 

ibid,. pp. xvii-xviii 

He believes, on the other hand, that Ramanuja's System 
rests on an old and weighty tradition. (ibid., p. xvii) Both 
Thibaut and Dasgupta are of opinion that the Vrttikara criti
cized by Sarikara is BOdhayana who wrote an extensive com
mentary on the SUtras according to the tradition of Ramanuja 
and that the Vakyakara Tanka and the Bhashyakara Dramie,la 
quoted by Ramanuja were earlier2 than Sarikara and should 
therefore be equated with Bramhanandin and DraviQa who are 
admitted by the followers of Sankara as preceding their 

1. A. Gough's Philosophy of the Upanishads, pp. 239 ff. 

2. Examination of Ramanuja's tradition is outside the scope of the present 

volume of Pratyabhijiia. In the meanwhile, 1 refer the reader to my 

introduction to the Mandikya Rahasya Vil'rit; (p. 20) with regard to the 

Vakyakara and Brahmanandin and Dravi~acharya. 
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Bhashyakara. 
Thibaut VS. Intro., pp. xxi and xxii; Dasgupta HIP. Vol. I, p. 433 

Dr. T.R.V.Murthi, however, admits that there were mo
nistic schools of Vedanta before Gau<;lapada and Sarikara, 
though he surmises that the latter two reformulated the 
Upanishadic ideal in the light of the Madhyamika and 
Vijiianavada dialectic. 

CPB., pp. 13, 110-117 

Dr. T.M.P. Mahadevan, the editor and translator of the 
Sambandha ViTtika of Suresvara, stands alone among mod
ern scholars in actually recognizing some Vedantic monistic 
schools opposed to Sarikara's. Anyone who goes through 
the ViTtika cannot but take cognizance of these schools, 
since the very subject-matter of the work is a criticism of 
different views with regard to the teaching of the Upanishads. 
But as the editor was discussing only the relation between 
the two KiilJ(Iii5 of the Veda according to Sailkara and 
Suresvara, perhaps, he failed to notice what exactly was the 
difference in outlook between Sarikara and his opponents, 
and hence passed by the im portant question of the existence 
or non-existence of Sailkara's tradition before Gau<;lapada. 
Nor has he considered the equally important question of the 
existence or non-existence of non-Advaita Vedantins during 
the time of, or even antecedent to, Sarikara. 

It is passing strange that scholars, who have been strenu
ous in their efforts to determine the nature of the main 
features of the Vedanta anterior to Sailkara, should have 
searched for information in every quarter other than the one 
which ought to have been the very first to be looked into. 
What has Saitkara himself to say on the subject ? Had he a 
traditional line of ancient teachers to appeal to for his pcsi-
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tion? Or has he ushered in a revolution in Vedantic thought 
by striking out a new line for himself? If so, what induced 
him to do so, and what were the new ideas he brought into 
the system ? I have shown in the third chapter of the present 
work that the nature of ancient traditions other than that of 
Sailkara has to be inferred only from references to them in 
Sailkara's or Suresvara's works, since no exegetical litera
ture belonging to these other schools is extant. I have also 
pointed out that GauQapada, whose Karikas on the MaI)Qfikya 
are reverently studied by Advaita-Vedantins till today, has 
been referred to by Swara as one 'conversant with the 
tradition of Vedanta.' GauQapada himself refers to those 
'clever in the knowledge of the Vedantins' (GK., 2-31), thus 
rendering it highly probable that a school of Absolutism akin 
to that of GauQapada and Saftkara d~d flourish before them. 
I have also drawn the reader's attention to the anxiety with 
which Sailkara frequently refers to Sampradi!>'a (tradition) in 
his various works. In my introduction to the M ii(J¢ikya 
Rahasya Viv{ti, I have shown at length that it is not only 
probable but absolutely certain that Saftkara and GauQapada 
did have a tradition of teachers of Advaita-Absolutism who 
had been contending to hold their own against other monis
tic schools. 

Intro. MRV., p. 21 

Were there any dualistic or non-Advaitic schools of 
Vedanta prior to or during the time of Saftkara ? This seems 
highly improbable. In his Bhashya on the Brahma-Siltras, 
Saftkara says: 

am!1~qj(4iNq;qq~~~~; ~~I 

SB., 1-3-19 p. 115 
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'Other theorizers again, and among them some of ours, 
are of opinion that the nature of the individual soul as such 
is real.' Thibaut rightly remarks that the term 'ours', here 
made use of, can denote only the Aupanishadas or Vedantins" 
(Intro. VS., p. xx) and it stands to reason that Sailkara was 
referring to one of the numerous monistic schools which he 
has frequently taken up for refutation in the Bhashya. But 
can non-Advaitins also be taken to come under the meaning 
of that term ? I think not. There is not, in the first place, a 
single instance of the Vedanta of the type of Ramanuja, 
Madhva or of any other VaislJava Vedantin, for that matter, 
being alluded to by Gau4apada, Sailkara or even Suresvara 
in all their extensive writings. There are, in the second place, 
express statements to be found in Saftkara's writings which 
preclude any such probability. I subjoin two such extracts : 

(t) tfcilqF1'l~ft"~~({CfI('CIII~41~~('4FqIlF~qF~ 

tf~ 'll!}qF'1'l'Ifl!:",I,{ II 

"There is no disagreement among all the followers of the 
Upanishads that the knowledge of the identity of the individual 
self with the supreme Self is taught in all the Upanishads." 

Bri, Bh., 2-1-20 p.738 

(~) e'4'~HIQ..-q)~lfu~-q)~ I 

"All those who teach the final release of the soul are 
agreed that it results from right knowledge." 

SB., 2-1-11 p. 193 

There is cumulative evidence, therefore, for concluding 
that Vedanta upto the time of Gau4apada and Saftkara has 
always been Monistic or Absolutistic in its nature. 
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5. How TO DETERMINE mE SYSTEM AND METHOD 

OF mE UPANISHADS 

18 

I have presumed in the following pages that the 
Upanishads do contain a very valuable message to mankind, 
and according to Sailkara, they are uniformly guided by a 
well thought-out method in presenting the truth they reveal. 
And in trying to persuade the reader to adopt my line of 
thinking, I shall not follow Thibaut and others who have 
started with the foregone conclusion that the Upanishads 
have no systematic philosophy to present and who yet un
dertake 'to indicate the outlines of a philosophy of the 
Upanishads' (VS. Intm., cxv) without making any effort to 
ascertain whether or not there is a common method uni
formly employed in all the classical Upanishads. Nor shall I 
suppose that a comparison of the various commentaries on 
the Upanishads or the Brahma-Sfitras and the GIta would be 
of any avail in this matter. For, it is not a question of the 
majority of opinions on Vedanta or the independent judg
ment of any single person regarding their comparative merit 
that we want to decide here. We only wish to know if any 
clue could be found to the genuine teaching of the Upanishads 
when we are guided by the oldest traditional commentator 
available. 

Again, we shall, in the first instance, leave the sub
commentaries on Sailkara out of consideration for our present 
purpose. The reason is obvious. Interpreters of Sailkara are 
not agreed, or rather, they are, as often as not, mutually 
opposed on many essential points of Sailkara's system. It 
mayor may not be true that, as Dr. Dasgupta asserts, in 
Sailkara's workS (the commentaries on the Brahma-Sfitras 
and the ten Upanishads) many ideas have been briefly incor-
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porated which, as found in Sailkara, do not appear to be 
sufficiently clear, but are more intelligible as elaborated by 
his followers (HIP. Vol. I, p. 430). Anyway, to take the 
Vedanta system, not as we find it in Sailkara but 'as elabo
rated by his followers' would be only to court confusion and 
create needless obstacles in our way. I have therefore been 
satisfied with restricting myself to the classical commentaries 
of Sailkara on the three Prasthanas in determining his views 
on the Upanishadic teachings, the 0'pinions of the most im
portant of his followers being postponed for a detailed con
sideration in later chapters. 

For a similar reason, ] have mostly abstained from dis
cussing ideas found in the numerous Prakara{Xls or minor 
works generally ascribed to Sailkara. 

These and other principles to be observed in determining 
the system and method of Vedanta have been set forth in detail 
in the first KiilJ(h (pp. 1-10) of the present work. 



SECI10N 1WO 

lHE SYSTEM AND METHOD OF VEDANTA 

1. THE SIGNIFICATION OF THE NAMES VEDANTA 

AND UPANISHAD 

Vedanta is the system of philosophy contained in the 

Upanishads. Saitkara in explaining the phrase 'wr) ~' 
(SiiJikhye Kttmte) in the Gita writes: 

~ 1~'tRJW:~~~"ffil~~ I •••• 

31<l:~~~~~ ••• II 

Satikhya : The Sastra in which things to be known are 
expounded is Satikhya, i.e. Vedanta; so the phrase means 'in 
that Satikhya or Vedanta wherein all action comes to a close.' 

G.Bh., 18-13, p.262 

The word itself rarely occurs in the classical Upanishads 
on which Satikara's Bhashyas are available except for the 

Svetasvatara ~"tWi ~ (Vedante Paramam Guhyam 6-22) 

and the MUQQaka ~~HlfqiilHttf1W:qdl~ (Vedanta-Vijiiana

Sunischitarthaha 3-2-6) where, according to Saitkara, it has to 
be taken as signifying Upanishadic texts. The word in the latter 
sense is generally used in the plural l as witness the concluding 

l. Max-Muller (SS., p. 111) draws attention to a curiQUS distinction made 

in a commentary on the Gautama-Siitras where (3-1-12) Haradatta writes: 

~: (~f<f9418101l"4lo.ufcq"'If'" I d,,&:Iftlfhbi: ~~: II 

thus distinguishing the Upanishads from the Vedanta. Of course, this 

solitary usage need not disturb our position with regard to Saitkara's 

opinion. 
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sentences of the Adhyasa Bhashya : 

~~~ 311~Cfi('qfqElI~R1q~~ ~~ ~ I "ll~ 

~~~-e:T~R'll:l'o~~ l(1I{l(Cfi"i14i~I'"li j;j~l(fF46ll14: Ii 

'~All 'Vedantas' (or the Upanishads) are begun with a 
view to destroying this (Adhyasa, the) cause of all evil, 
through the attainment of the knowledge of the unity of 
Alman. We shaH show in this 'slir;aka Mmiinsa how all 
Vedantas have this one purport." 

The name 'Upanishad', however, is found to be used in 
the classical Upanishads in various senses. 

1. "Whichever of these two - Devas or Asuras- take this 
for their Upanishad ' Yatara Etadupanishado Bhavishyanti • 

(~ ({d5qf'16j~ ~) they shall be defeated. 
" Virochana went over to the Asuras and to them 

communicated this Upanishad : the body alone is to be 
worshipped, is to be served. " Ch .• 8-8-4. 

[Here evidently, the word means doctrine.] 

2. Its Upanishad is 'the real of the reals'- 'Tasyopanishat 

Satyasya Satyamiti' (dWiqF'16j~~~) 

Br., 2-1-20 

Sailkara explains this as follows: the word denoting a thing 
is called 'Upanishad', because it takes one nearer to the thing 
expressed by it. 

[So 'Upanishad' here means a name.] 

3. "That which one performs with knowledge (Vidyaya), 
with faith (Sraddhaya) and with Upanishad - that becomes 
more efficacious ... Ch., 1-1-10. 

Sailkara explains '~' (Upanishada) to mean with 

devoted attention' Yogena Yuktah Sun Ityarthah' (~~ 

~~). 
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4. "Revered sir, please teach me the Upanishad." 
Ke., 4-7 

Saitkara explains that the word 'Upanishad' here re
ferred to is the Knowledge of Paramatman and that what 
follows is only to point out the means to the attainment of 
that Knowledge. 

This last is the most important meaning attached to the 
word as is clear from the Taittir:ya which closes the teaching 
with the words 'lti Upanishad' . Accordingly, Sailkaraexplains 
it thus: 

~ ~ v;ci -qfi awn ~ ~ ~ lrcIf~ fcrnT~ 
~~~ 1"G't ~sl21ff.:r~~ II 

"Thus has been set forth this Brahma-Vidya as has 
been explained in this Valli ; the Upanishad, the most su
preme secret of all the Vidyas. This is Upanishad, because 
the highest good resides in thi<i." Tai.Bh., p.312 

According to Sailkara, Upanishad or Knowledge of Bra: 
hroan is so called "because for those that are devoted to It 
the evils of being conceived, birth, old age etc. are curtailed 

~(Nisatanat) or destroyed cl~Cj~I~"1I<;:'CiT(Tadavasadanad 

Va) or because it brings Brahm~n very near to the aspirant 

(Brahmano Va Upanigamayitrtvat -~ CiT aqf1jI4f<:j~cql~) 

or because the highest good rests in it ' Upanishal)l)am Va 

Asyam Paramam Sreya Iti ' (~ CiT ~ 'tl'r'i ~ ~) 
Tai. Bh., p.260 

Similar derivations of the word may be seen in Saitkara's 
Commentary on the Katha (p. 58) and the MUI)<;laka (p. 
142). The literary works treating of Brahma-Vidya are also 
called the 'Upanishads' only in a secondary sense (K. Bh., 
p.58). 
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2. IN WHAT SENSE IS TIlE UPANISHAD A SECRET? 

Owing to the circumstance, perhaps, that the Upanishads 
have been called by an alternative name 'Rahasya' (secret 
doctrine) Deussen infers that the word Upanishad compre
hends, within the range of its connotation, the idea of se
crecy also. He says (PU., p. 16) that the word occurs with 
three distinct meanings, 'secret word', 'secret text', and 
'secret import '. And upon this basis, or perhaps to substan
tiate this interpretation, he propounds the theory that the 
Upanishadic doctrine was cultivated primarily not by 
Brahmal).as but in a narrow circle of Kshatriyas; that it was 
studiously withheld from the Brahmal) as, hy whom it was 
first adopted in later times (ibid., p. 19). He further con
cludes with a postulate: "We may therefore assume that the 
doctrine of the Atman as the first principle of the universe 
.... was fostered and progressively developed by the Kshatriyas 
in opposition to the principles of the Brahminical ritual : 
whence the new knowledge was expressed in brief words or 
formulas, intelligible only to the initiated, such as 'Tadvanam', 
'Tajjaliin', 'Satyasya Satyam', 'SiiIJ1Yadvama', 'Viimani', 
'Bhiimani' etc. A formula of this kind was then called an 
. Upanishad , inasmuch as the condition of its communication 
and explanation was the absence of pUblicity. Such formulas 
were naturally accompanied by oral explanations which also 
were kept secret, and from these were gradually developed 
the earliest texts that bore the name of Upanishad. " (ibid 
p.20). 

This plausible theory, however tempting to students of 
historical research, we shall ignore for our present purpose. 
It will be noticed that most of the formulas adduced by 
Deussen relate to the Upil;aniis (meditations) and as such do 
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not really pertain to the principal teaching or the Atman 
doctrine of the Upanishads, which does not always involve 
meditation. This division of the Upanishadic texts into two 
classes, we shall take up for consideration later on. For the 
present it will be enough to go into the question as to how 
far the Upanishads enjoin secrecy to be observed in the 
transmission of their teachings. There is no doubt that cer
tain qualifications are pre-supposed to be quite necessary for 
an aspirant to the Knowledge of Atman - witness the Kena: 

, Tasyai Tape Damah Karmeti Pratishta ~ tftil ~ ~ 
~ 4-8 '; the Katha: 'Navirato Duscaritannasanto 

. Nasamahitah ~ S~:qf{dl~I~II;Jj~: 1-2-24' ; the 
PraSna : 'BhUya Eva Tapasa Bramacharyel).a Shraddhaya 
SaQ1Vatsaram SaQ1Vatsyatha 'i<i v,q ~ ~ ~ ~ 

~ 1-2' ; the MU{1(faka: 'Tasmai Sa Vidwanupasannaya 

Samyak Prasanta Chittaya Samanavitaya ~ ~ f%lj q~~14 

~ IHIi"{iF'cl'dI4 ~ 2-13' ; the Taittirlya : 'Tapasa 

Brahma Vijijfiasasva ~ ~ FqF\ijii1I~B=I 3-2 ' and the 

Chiindogya : ' Tasmai Mrditakashayaya ~ 'tFe:dCfltlI414 ' 

- but these qualifications never imply that the doctrine is 
to be jealously guarded from any section of people. On 
the other hand, the Brhadar~yaka expressly states that 
whosoever - whether among the gods, the ~his or men 
- realizes his identity with Brahman reaps the fruit of that 
knowledge (Br., 1-4-10). There is of course the orthodox 
initiation ceremony (Upanayanam) to be gone through 
before the doctrine - knowledge or Upasana - is taught, 
whence it follows that orily the three higher castes were 
given this teaching. The Brahma-SUtras (VS., 1-3-36) 
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I therefore decide that Siidras are excluded from this privi
lege. Sailkara, however, relying on the Mahabharata and 
other Smritis, observes that" in the case of Vi dura, 
Dhannavyadha and others (who do not belong to anyone 
of the first three V al1}as) we cannot deny that they got 
the fruit of Brahma-Knowledge owing to the effects of 
a previous birth, since the latter invariably brings about 
its fruit. Moreover, all the four castes are declared eli
gible for the knowledge of the Itihasa and the Pural)as; 
in the Smrti 'he shall teach the four Val1}as' (M.Bh. 
Santi, 327-49). Only it has been decided here that the 
Siidras are not entitled to get Knowledge through the 
medium of the Vedas." 

SB., 1-3-38, p. 539. 

Nevertheless, Knowledge of Brahman as well as medi
tations taught in the Upanishads or -the Glta, has been rightly 
designated 'secret' (Rahasya) in the sense that it is not 
accessible to everyone that is qualified to study the Vedas, 
inasmuch as it relates to the innennost Self of man. The 
following quotations will bear this out : 

(~) ~~i. ~~,il 31'RJ0m1~ ~~ I 

:!hq("qfif'"l'1'EtCfiC"lIf-i ~ ~ ~t'.jfb:'1'\1~h;:lfq4l1lfol '~: -murom:' 
~ ; Cfl4wiF<&Cfi~ ~ Cflt1f$,~7iiI...mR I (~fClflI41::<:jk(, 

q'1'I~fU*llql~I'ci':! II 

Ch. Bh., Intro. 

(~) ~l!it~>rq~I~'1111q II G. 9-1 

0) ~ 'T1: ~-qTRttCfi'f: II G. 18-64 
It is clear that the orth~dox Vedantins regard each one 

of the Upanishads as well as Brahma-Knowledge as an open 
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secret. It is closed only to those who cannot or will not take 
the trouble of entering into the interior spiritual realm. 

3. [N WHAT SENSE DO THE UPANISHADS CONTAIN 

A SYSTEM OF PHILOSOPHY? 

I think that the reader had better be forewarned as to 
what I mean when I say that the Upanishads point to a 
definite system of philosophy. It is well-known that etymo
logically the word 'philosophy' means 'love of wisdom' 
leading to the search for it. So interpreted, it is best 
represented by the Sanskrit word Jijiiasa, or Anveshal).a ; 
compare the Chiindogya text So'nveshtavyah, Sa 

Vijijiiasitavyah, (ms~: ~ fqf"1~lf@&j: Ch., 8-1-1). It now 
means knowledge resulting from the search of the general 
principles - elements, powers or causes and laws - as ' 
explaining facts and existences. A western writer says that it 
is" the product of human thought, acting upon the data given 
by the world without, or the world within, and eliciting from 
these data principles, laws and system." (H. B. Smith, Faith 
and Philosophy Essay i, p. 5). In this sense, of course, 
Vedanta is no philosophy, for one of the fundamental 

principles adopted here is 'Naisha Tarkel).a Matirapaneya-

~m~ , (This Knowledge is not attainable through 

speculation, K. 1-2-9). 
'The object matter of Philosophy' , it has been observed, 

'may be distinguished as God or Nature or Man. But 
underlying all our enquiries into any of these departments, 
there is a first philosophy which seeks to ascertain the 
grounds or principles of knowledge and the causes of all' 
things. Hence, philosophy has been said to be the science of 
causes and principles. It is the investigation of these 
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principles on which all knowledge and all being ultimately 
rest' (K. F. Vocab. Philos., p. 388). It will be noted that the 
Upanishads do treat of God, Nature and Man - and all other 
creatures for that matter - and from this point of view, may 
be said to cover the entire field of' the objective matter of 
philosophy' as herein described. It may not lay claim to be 
the 'first philosophy' as seeking to ascertain the principles of 
knowledge and causes of all things, since it is no speculation, 
but nevertheless, in its own way, it does present very definite 
ideas as to the nature and limitations of discursive knowl
edge, no less than the ultimate cause of all things. Ifthe reader 
is liberal enough to bear with this slight difference, he will 
be willing to bring even Vedanta under the connotation of the 
word 'philosophy'. 

~ut is there a system of philosophy here ? A number 
of suggestions seems to be thrown out in these writings 
out of which later interpreters try to evolve something 
like a system. But where do we find a connected account 
of either knowledge or being in all these writings? Says 
Thibaut : "If anything is evident even on a cursory 
review of the Upanishads ........ it is that they do not 
constitute a systematic whole. They themselves, the older 
ones, give the most unmistakable indications on that 
point" (VS., ciii). This sceptical view is quite justified 
so long as we choose to ramble in these woods ,without 
a guide. We shall see presently how, according to Sailkara, 
the Upanishads do present their teachings systematically. 
But what is system itself, in the first place ? This is how 
the dictionary defines it : ' , Orderly combination or 
arrangement as of particulars or elements into a whole ; 
especially such combination according to some rational 
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principle or organic idea giving it unity and complete
ness" (The New Standard Dictionary). This definition 
may not wholly apply to the Vedanta of the Upanishads, 
since it is not a rational system, as has been already 
admitted. But here is a more general description : •• Sys
tem is an organised body of truth, or truths (K.F. Vocab. 
Philos., p. 505). Now, the meaning of this description 
may be taken to be wide enough to justify the view that 
the Vedanta philosophy is systematic inasmuch as it brings 
everything under one and the same idea, that of Paramartha 
or Reality and inasmuch as all truths are comprehended 

by the one gran<f Truth Samyagjniinam (~ that is 
revealed by one and the same method of ' Adhyiiri5pa
Apaviida '. I shall now proceed to explain in the follow
ing pages what 1 mean by this brief statement. 



SECTION THREE 

THE VEDANTA DOCTRINE OF REALITY 

1. HARMONY OF UPANISHADIC TEACHING - HOW 

DISCOVERED 

I have said that while Vedanta as expounded by the 
Upanishads may not be 'philosophy' as generally understood 
in the West, it nevertheless has very definite views concern
ing Being, Knowledge and values. While it is not a closely 
reasoned system attempting to prove everyone of its doc
trines, it none the less is in possession of a comprehensive 
view of reality in all its aspects, a view based upon universal 
Intuition. It has also a traditional method of suggesting the 
view to the earnest enquirer, who has the necessary 
qualification to assimilate the truth. To recognize this method 
is to recognize the harmony of all Upanishadic teachings. 
Instead of following the modern critics, who stand aghast on 
looking at some of the apparent inconsistencies or certain 
unscientific statements made in individual cases, the earnest 
student will do well to be guided by traditional interpreters 
like Satikara and recognize this method. There is much truth 
in what Dr. Radhrkrishnan writes about these sacred writings: 
" Notwithstanding the variety of authorship and the period 
of time covered by the composition of these half-poetical and 
half-philosophical treatises, there is a unity of purpose, a 
vivid sense of spiritual reality in them all, which become clear 
and distinct as we descend the stream of time." (IP., p. 139) 

2. THE TRADITIONAL METHOD OF VEDANTA 

And what is this method which, when recognized, 
transforms the all-seeming chaos into cosmos with regard to 
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these sacred writings? Sankara was perhaps the ftrst after 
GauQapada to refer to it in the Gita Bhashya by name. That 
its employment for revealing the nature of Reality was known 
long before him, is disclosed by a quotation of his in that 
commentary: 

(f~fu tltl~lllfq~i ~ '3W41~qlqql<I'QlT ~ ~ 'lfu I 
"Accordingly, knowers of the traditional method have 

declared' That which is devoid of.all distinctions and details 
is explained through deliberate Super-imposition and Rescis
sion' " (G. Bh. 13-14). Super-imposition (Adhyaropa) 
literally means laying something on something else, falsely 
imputing the nature or property of something to something 
else. It is a postulate of Vedanta that, owing to a natural 
tendency of the human mind, a beginningless Super
imposition called Avidyiicompels us all to look upon Reality 
as infected with manifold distinctions. Now, in order to 
educate the mind to interpret Reality as It is, the Upanishads 
uniformly employ the aforesaid method of Adhyaropapavada 
or deliberate Super-imposition or provisional ascription and 
subsequent Rescission or abrogation. An example taken from 
the Gha will illustrate the principle : 

~: ~"ffil wrffisf~ I 

~: '?lfc\4ffi1<6~ftrefu u 

tl4Rll!JUII'lffif tla811fqqf"1o,\ I 

~~RTt~~lll 
G. 13-13,14. 

In the ftrst of the above two SlOkas, Reality or Brahman is 
said to possess hands and feet, eyes, heads, faces and ears on 

1. These Sl6kiis are a verbatim reproduction of SvetaSvatara 

III -16-17 except for the second half of the second Sl6ka. 
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all sides; whereas in the second, it is declared to be devoid 
of all senses even while it appears to be able to perform all 
sensory functions. Sailkara observes that "the special 
features noticed in the Kshetrajiia (the Self) owing to the 
limiting conditions caused by the different fonns of Kshetra 
(the body etc.) being unreal, have been rescinded in the 
previous SlOka, and Kshetrajiia has been taught to be realized 
as neither being nor non-being. But here (in SlOka 13), even 
the unreal nature manifested through the limiting conditions 
has been treated as though it were the property of the 
knowable, just to bring its existence home, and hence the 
knowable Kshetrajiia is spoken of as ' possessed of hands and 
feet etc., everywhere ' . Accordingly, there is the well-known 
saying of the knowers of tradition : ' That which is devoid 
of all details is set forth in detail through deliberate Super
imposition and Rescission. ' Hands and feet and the rest 
which seem to be limbs of each and every body, owe their 
respective functions to the presence of the power of 
Consciousness inherent in the Atman to be known. So, they 
are evidential marks indicating the presence of Atman and arc 
therefore spoken of as pertaining to It in a secondary sense" 
(G. Bh. 13-13, p. 204). Sailkara means to say that Brahman 
is first brought to our notice by the Sruti as the one Self of 
us all, which functions through all our senses. The Self seizes 
things with our hands, walks with our feet, sees through our 
eyes and hears through our ears, as it were. This way of 
describing It is for convincing us onts undeniable existence. 
Once we recognize this, the Sruti revokes the wrong 
ascription of sensory acts, to enable us to interpret Reality as 
it is, as the one Universal Self. The ascription of the sensory 
activities was merely a device to familiarize our mind with 
the existence of the Self, very much like the temporary 
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scaffolding uscd for the erection of a building, to be 
altogether removed after that object is accomplished. Ac
cordingly, Sankara summarizes the purport of the sccond 
Sl6ka thus: 

oq-rf~"i51qlrolql¢Ic.1Rlll~ ~ ~ ~ l1T~~: 

~:II 

" Lest it be supposed that this Brahman to be known is really 
possessed of the senses such as hands and feet etc., just 
because they have been imputed to It, the next verse is 
begun." 

3. SPECIAL VARIETIES OF THE VEDANTIC METHOD 

I have shown in greater detail, especially in the third 
chapter (pp. 26-117) of the present work,I how this one 
scheme works in all the modes of approach employed in the 
Upanishads to lead the aspirant to the intuition of Reality. 
Reaity as such transcends all our concepts of the objective 
world, for all conceptual reasoning pre-supposes the funda
mental Super-imposition or Adhyiisa already (p. 29) men
tioned. Hence it follows that the only legitimate method of 
realizing It is to wade through this Super-imposition. Hence 
the concepts of cause and effect, the universal and the 
individual, the knower and the known, the Self and its 
limiting sheaths, Consciousness and its states - these and 
other general notions like them, are all discussed in the 
Upanishads merely to teach the seeker how to transcend all 
such distinctions and attain what is forever attained, to wit, 
union with Reality. This can be verified by noticing the fact 
that in each one of such discussions, the Upanishads 
invariably rescind the initial ascription at the close. 

1. Present Work: 'Vedanta Prakriya Pratyabhijfia' 
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Thus in the Chiindifgya. after positing Being or Brahman 
as the cause of Fire, Water and Earth - the primordial 
elements which produce the world - Uddalaka concludes: 

~"{w~~Ll(Y1LlRi~~:~~~Ll(Y1LlRi~ 
..:lI -Ulf·· .. '1 c.. ~ '" C\, 

~ ~......t, ~"+i(Y1qRi~ ~: ~: ~: WilT: ~: 'UlT-- 1 
'" '" 

~: II -m. G-l-~. 
" Through the off-shoot of food (the Earth), my dear 

son, seek out the root Water, through the off-shoot of Water, 
my dear son, seek out the root Fire, and through the off-shoot 
of Fire, my dear son, seek out the Real. All these creatures, 
my dear son, have the Sat (Being or Brahman) for their 
source, the Sat for their abode, the Sat for their dissolving 
goaL" (Ch. 6-8-4) That is to say, there is nothing that is not 
born from Brahman, that does not subsist in Brahman, that' 
is not finally dissolved in It. So then the substance of all 
things created is Brahman only. Accordingly, Uddalaka in 
this Upanishad, reiterates this one statement at every step of 
his teaching" Aitadatmyam Idam Sarvam Tat Sat yam Sa 

Atma Tat Twamasi Swetaket6" (~C1~I\""4fct<~~ll' 3ffi'I1Tffi!. 

~ ~ I) "That is why too he illustrates what he means 
by citing clay etc, where he emphasizes that the material 
cause such as clay alone is real while its effect is unreal, its 

name being a mere play of words - Vacharambha\lam 

(~. That what is meant to be proved is the unreality 

of the so-called effect as distinct from the cause or rather the 
sole reality of the cause as the substance of its effects, is 
evident from texts like the one already quoted from the 
Chiindifgya. 

~ma~~~~~(1~?tflllql'II~I~<i7.i(ij 

~~~~m~~11 Ch. 6-4-1. 
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It is clear that fire, a product of the original non-tripartite 
BhUtas after being mentally resolved into the original factors, 
is here stated to become 'no fire (Apagat Agneragnitvam), 
modification being only a name arising from words, and the 
three colours alone being real. Accordingly, SaiJkara explains 
"Before the dawn of the discriminating knowledge of the 
three colours, you entertained the notion that it was fire; that 
notion of fIfe as well as the name fire, has now gone away ... 
We thus see that the narration of creation was intended only 
to show that the world as an effect is merely a name 
'constructed by speech' and that essentially it is nothing other 
than Brahman. This interpretation is quite in consonance with 
BadarayaI).a's SUtra : " It is not other than the cause, as can 
be seen from the texts like the one teaching ArambhaI).a, the 
construction (of the effect) by speech. "1 (VS., 2-1-14) 

Of course, Satikara never meant to say that pots and 
other modifications of clay are not there when we see and use 

1. Thibaut, however, has a different interpretation to offer : ·We, 
including Uddiilaka, may surely say that all earthen pots are in reality 
nothing but earth - the earthen pot being a special modification (Vikiira) 
of clay which has a name of its own - without thereby committing 
ourselv~ to the doctrine that the change of form, which a lump of clay 
undergQl9§ when being fashioned into a pot, is not real but a mere baseless 
iIIusioif"'-(VS., p. cxviii); ·What is capable of being proved and 

manifestly meant to be proved', he remarks, ·is merely that this Whole 
world has Brahman for its causal substance, just as clay is the C8Usal 
matter of every earthen pot' (ibid.) 
I fail to see whence he gets his clue for ·the causal substance' and how, 
on his interpretation, he justifies the solemn repetition of the statements 
·VacharambhaI)am Vikiiro Niimadheyam ("ifl"ifli:~ f'qq;rU ~ ; and 
·Mrittiketyeva Satyam', (~ ~) ; ·Apagadagneragnitvam 
(;'mileA<1jT.j(q'i)- etc., where the reality of the cause and the unreality 
of the effect are eqaully emphasized. 
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them for practical purposes, or that our senses deceive us 
when they report that there are such objective existences. But 
nobody would venture to assert that these so-called modifi
cations are distinct from clay and have reality of their own 
apart from that of clay of which they are different forms. 
From this point of view, then, the world we see is no 'baseless 
illusion' for it has for its basis the original Being (Sat) or 
Brahman with which it is essentially one (Aitadatmyam Idam 

Sarvam ~e:lfj::ljfii~ ~ ). And we shall never be doing 
injustice to the essential reality of the world when we declare 
with Angiras of the MU{1t/aka : 

ijj~~e:"'I"'1d~~~~o@....n~i{oll 

31~~'tf~~f<:f~~11 
" All this spread out before us, behind, to the right and 

to the left, above and below, is but the immortal Brahman, 
all this universe is the Supreme Brahman". Mu. 2-2-1 

As SaIikara sums up, " The notion of non-Brahman is 
merely A vidya just like the notion of a serpent in a rope, 
Brahman alone being the Highest Reality. Such is the 
teaching of the Vedas. " 

This rather protracted discussion of causality and 
creation will be enough, I hope, to ill.strate the method of 
AdhyiiriJpa and Apaviida (Imputation and Rescission). The 
Upanishads do not undertake to examine the concept of 
causality as such and to pronounce their judgement in the 
matter. They rather take up the concept as accepted in the 
empirical worl,d and utilize it to teach us that the real nature 
of Brahman is above the notions of cause and effect. 

Similarly, the concept of the universal is applied to 
Brahman to warn us against taking it as one among several 
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individuals, and then this ascription is cancelled (37).1 It is 
presented as the knower of all just to dissuade us from 
treating it as an object and when this end is achieved, 
Brahman is shown to transcend the distinction of knower and 
known also (38). The doctrine of the five sheaths (Pancha
Ki5sas) is only to obviate the mental tendency to regard the 
body, the vital principle, and other objective existences as the 
Self and after this is done, the real Self is revealed as 
transcending all these sheaths (39). And the method of 
A vasthas or the three states of Consciousness has a similar 
aim. The individual self, seemingly experiencing the three 
states, is step by step shown to be identical with the Universal 
Self in its three aspects of Viriij, Hiranyagarbha, and 
A vyiilqtatman and finally revealed in its true nature as the 
Tunya or the Secondless Supreme Self transcending all the 
states. 

4. THE BASIC SUPER-IMPOSITION 

These and other varieties of the 'Adhyiiri5pa-Apaviida' 
method have to be systematically graduated in order to 
appreciate its value as a pedagogical instrument in the hands 
of a skilful teacher of Vedanta. I have attempted in the body 
of the present work (20) to indicate the general line of 
procedure adopted in Vedantic writings and its significance. 
While Brahman is devoid of all distinguishing features and, 
as the very Self of us all is eternally attained, some texts 
temporarily superimpose attainability on It and from that 
position deny that It can be attained through any means other 
than Knowledge. Some texts super-impose knowabilityand 

1. The numbers within brackets, in this para, indicate the corresponding 

paragraphs in the body of 'Vedanta Prakriya Pratyabhijfta' 
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deny that any other thing is knowable in the real sense of the 
word. Some other texts presume that it is a knower and hence 
unknowable, while other texts assert that, being the Witness
ing Principle in us, It cannot be considered to be a knower. 
Yet other texts deny that it can ever be described in positive 
tenns. Some texts again, say that Brahman is known only 
through instruction from the Vedas or a teacher, and hence 
beyond the reach of perception and other means of knowl
edge, while other texts aver that Brahman being self-evident, 
is no object of speech or thought. In short, the vel}' soul of 
this method consists in pre-supposing some characteristic as 
pertaining to Brahman, just to discard its correlate or opposite 
and then annulling the pre-supposition itself. 

Now; the Upanishads teach that there is a basic super
imposition called A vidyawhich is the root of all the various 
particular super-impositions that obtain in empirical life, and 
hence that all evils of life can be uprooted by seeing through 
this fundamental error and Intuiting Brahman as It is. This 
innate error in the human mind as well as the Knowledge of 
Brahman attainable through Intuition are referred to in the 

following Sruti : "~muif tcrrfi aWffiT <n 'l fcMfu ~ " 
"These two, the error of A vidya and that which is known 
as Vidyli, are far apart from each other, mutually exclusive, 
and proceed in opposite directions' (K. 1-2-4). 

Sailkara explains in the Introduction to his Sutra
Bhashya that this Avidya consists in the mutual super
imposing of the Self and the not-self, and a mistaken 
transference of their properties to each other. This Avidya is 
not an event in time or place and therefore, not to be likened 
to temporary individual errors that men are liable to commit, 
as for instance, when they mistake a rope for a snake or the 
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mother-of-pearl for silver. It is rather an inherent natural 
tendency on the part of the human mind to fuse these two, 
the Self and the not-self, into one and fonn the fundamental 
concepts of 'me' and 'mine'. It is this basic error of the ego 
which is responsible for all the processes of thinking and 
experiences in ordinary life. It is now clear how Vedanta is 
primarily concerned with the exposing of this basic error and 
not with offering Pramal)as or means of proof for its 
propositions, nor yet with determining the nature of the 
objects of our knowledge. No Pramal)as are adduced in all 
the Upanishads to prove the existence of Reality and no 
arguments put forward for establishing Its nature. In fact, as 
SaIikara tells us, they rather aim at demolishing all talk of 
Pramal)a and Prameya, means of proof and objects of 
knowledge, this distinction being, in their view, only due to 
A vidya or primary ignorance. 

'tBf1t~ oqqft;ofuR¢~ofuR¢f;rnfuofuR¢~ 

~~~¢~~¢~ofuR~~'tBf 

~ ~cf'"ll~ql~~*~mr,~*~mr,it;;,*~mr,it;;, 

~mr,it;;,*~mr,it;;,*~mr,it;;,*~mr,it;;,* 
~II 

"For, where there is duality, as it were, there one sees 
something, one smells something, one tastes something, one 
says something, one hears something, one thinks something, 
one touches something, one knows something. But when to 
this (Knower of Brahman) everything has become the Self, 
then what can one possibly see and with what (sense)? What 
can one smell and with what ? .... " 

Br., 4-5-15 

This text evidently avers that all details of knowledge, 
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the distinction of the knower, means of knowledge, as well 
as the objects of knowledge and the resultant knowledge, 
belong to the sphere of seeming" duality and not to the 
transcendental Atman, for "that is the Atman described as 

'Not this, Not that' (Sa Esha Neti Netyatma ~~~~)" . 

Even the Sruti is considered a Pramal).a only figuratively. 
Sailkara says 

':mfi:Rnsfl:Rrr'FffiJ'~'~.:' (<if. ~-~-'n)~~ 

~ ~: ~'lTCf: Jroir~ I ..... ~m~: ~ I ~ 

~sfu ~ Cflfllf-q<:)I""~: II 

"We do accept the position that even the Sruti ceases 
to be at the dawn bf Knowledge, since there is a text which 
declares that 'the Vedas are no Vedas' (Br., 4-3-22) in the 
Absolute ...... If you are thus awakened to the Truth, there is 
none to whom A vidya pertains." 

SB., 4-1-3, p. 465. 

"":fit 3'l1fi"tB=l~ql~~~: U41 0Itlrtlj&jCjt/(:"'{foqqfu I ~~ 

~~,~~I~~~B=lYCflI('1U410ir"lCj 

~it II 

"There can be no talk of the distinction of the means 
of knowledge and the object thereof when one realizes the 
nature of the Self, for the final proof (the Sruti) removes the 
knowing nature of the knower and while so doing, becomes 
no longer a means of knowledge, much in the same way as 
the apparent means of knowledge in a dream ceases to be 
such, so soon as one awakes." G. Bh., 2-69. 

It is thus clear that by employing this method of Super
imposition and Rescission, the Upanishads lift us above the 
sphere of both knowing and being at one stroke, as they reveal 
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the eternal transcendental nature of our true Self. 

5. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF NEGATION IN VEDANTA 

Failure to recognize this method in all its bearings has 
led modem scholars to interpret the negative propositions in 
the Upanishads according to their own predilections. Thus, 
for instance, f'eussen believes that Brahman is described as 
'Neti Neti' because It is beyond time, place and causality. He 
is convinced, however, "that those ancient times were 
frequently unable to formulate the idea of a spaceless, 
timeless, causeless existence in its abstract simplicity" as 
Kant has done in recent times. PU., p. 150. 

Radhakrishnan thinks that the negative definitions are 
intended to point out the inadequacy ofthe positive attributes 
as applied to the highest. IP., 178, 

Dasgupta is nearer the truth when he says : "The way 
to indicate It is thus by Neti, Neti, it is not this, it is not this. 
We cannot describe by any positive context which is always 
limited by conceptual thought." He also repeats Deussen's 
view when he remarks: "He (the Atman) is independent of 
all limitations of space, time and cause which rule all that is 
objectively presented and therefore the empirical universe 
(IP., 45)". The Professor's position, however, is that "they 
(the Vedic poets) had only a dim and dreamy vision ont in 
the deep craving of the souls which could not be translated 
into permanent terms (ibid., p. 44)". 

The reader who has followed our account of the 
Vedantic method will readily see that neither the inability to 
formulate the idea of Brahman, nor 'the dim and dreamy 
vision of the ~shis, nor yet the inadequacy of positive 
attributes, was responsible for the adoption of the so-called 
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'negative method' in the Upanishads. In the first place, 
Brahman as our own Atman or Self is never in need of any 
definition or proof for Its being known, for It is the one light, 
with the help of which all human activities are conducted. As 
the Sruti says : 
'~~~qct1f£tlcq~cIl4~~<iilf~ fc1q~C1lf~' 

'The Self alone serves as one's light, it is solely through 
the light of the Self that one sits, goes out, works and returns' 
(Br., 4-3-6), 'It is the light within the mind' (Br., 4-3-7), 
'Here in dream, the Purusha is his own light' (Br., 4-3-9), 
, (Here in deep sleep, he is) transparent like water, the one 
witness without a second' (Br., 4-3-9). Surely, this is no 'dim 
and dreamy vision' of the Self! In the second place, it is 
impossible to define in words or to formulate an idea of 
Brahman, for the simple reason that It is beyond speech and 
mind. (Yato Vacho Nivartante Aprapya Manasa Saha <rffi~ 

~ 3TIITt:.ll1f1m W Tai., 2-9), being the enlightener of both. 
In the words of the Upanishdd, it is 'the mind of the mind, 
and the speech of speech' (Manaso Mano, Yad Vacho Ha 

Vacham ~lfft~~~~Ke., 1-2). 
Why'then do the Upanishad ~shis use the 'negative' or 

rather, the negation method ? Let us listen to Sailkara : 
~~31I(q~{C\qlq(1k'41"f)I{UI"{I';J~~ 

~~~:A~~qrl~f6~amqf.:r 

~:~cqm:~11 

"Therefore it is that the abolition of the concepts of the 
several external object-forms is the only means of resorting 
to the true nature of the Self. For, what is called the Self is 
not something unknown to anyone, to be newly reached, to 
be got rid of or acquired at any time. Indeed, if that were 
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altogether unknown, all efforts for one's own benefit would 
be meaningless." 

G. Bh., 18-50, p. 281. 

Again, 

-mSftl~qF1iSjMql~PIC1: ~lOICfl<OI~~:, ~ ~ ~ 

lfucn~~ I '"B~¥o~' ~flllt'4~I<I~ ~ lOIflll&l11G

~ Il:fv;q~ ct~qlC'1~I~ II 

"Of that non-transmigratory Purusha, to be known 
exclusiv~ly through the Upanishads, that is, Brahman alto
gether different from the four classes of substances--to be 
produced etc ..... , which is taught in a context of its own, and 
not as subordinate to something else, of that Purusha, it is 
impossible to say that He is not existent or cannot be known 
since there is the word Atman (Self) in the text, now this is 
the Self (already) described as 'Not this, Not this', and since 
the Self cannot be denied inasmuch as the denier himself is 
the Self." 

SB., 1-1-4, p. 19-20. 

One more quotation : 
~(it ~: m~r(;itf;r("OlIi"tJT-1fuftfu ~t'l I ~ I 

6lfqElICflr;q(1.q~f1~f'dq<~I~ ~ I 1" m ~"f'jjf'l~C141 ~ ~ 
lOIrufqql~P:jiSjfo, fcn ~ lOIMllt'4ci11 ~ ~ 3ifqElICflf(:qd 

~II 
"If it be objected that in case Brahman is no object (of 

speech or Plind) the Sastra cannot possibly be the means of 
its 'knowledge, we say no; for, the Sastra only purports to 
remove all distinctions fictitiously constructed by Avidya. 
(To explain) : the Sastra does not intend to teach Brahman 
- partiCUlarly as this or that by objectifying It, but only to 
teach that It is no object at all being one's own inner Self and 
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thus to remove distinctions like that of the knowable, knower 
and knowledge, distinctions fictitiously constructed by 
Avidya." 

SB., 1-1-4, p.16. 

It is obvious from the above that the method of negation 
is adopted, not because of the inability of the l.{shis to teach 
or fonn a true concept of Brahman, not because words and 
concepts are inadequate to present the true nature of 
Brahman, but because the very nature of Brahman as the self
luminous light of the Witnessing Consciousness in us all 
desiderates this one method to the exclusion of all empirical 
modes of teaching or knowing. And this method reveals the 
self-revealed Brahman by merely removing the imaginary 
veil of wrong thought-constructs thrown over It by Avidya. 

We can now understand the significance of the 
Upanishadic negation. The Upanishads constitute the only 
revelation of the universal Witnessing Alman as distinct from 
the ego known to the Min:al11sakas and the rationalist 
philosophers ofIndia (SB., 1-1-4, p. 20) and Brahman as this 
Witness or Atman in all beings, unifonn, One without a 
second, eternal and unchanging, can never be objectified in 
any manner, since It is the unseen seer, the unheard hearer, 
the unthought thinker, the unknown knower and 'there is no 
other seer, no other hearer, no other thinker, no other knower 
than this One (Br., 3-8-11). The negation of empirical 
properties in It, therefore, can neither imply the absence of 
something which enjoys Its being elsewhere, nor the 
affinnation of something else different from or opposed to 
the one negated. It is solely intended to dissuade one from 
attributing any reality to, the properties imagined by igno
rance. This ignorance or A vidya itself, again, is the basic 
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Super-imposition which is responsible for its own appearance 
as well as that of a11 other derivative super-impositions 
issuing forth from it. Brahman or the Absolute Reality ever 
remains the same, unaffected by the Super-imposition of 
A vidya or its removal. It is for this reason that the Sruti 
utilizes different devices suited to remove particular impo
sitions and this accounts not only for the special instances of 
the 'Adhyaropa-Apavada' method, but also for the different 
modes of negation employed in different Srutis. A teacher, 
who has realized Brahman as his own Self, can therefore 
select anyone of these or any other similar devices suited to 
the requirements of his individual disciple, the only test of 
the negation being that it works and leads the seeker to the 
Intuition of the Real. It is important to remember that it is 
not the seeker who negates the super-imposed appearance. 
For, he is not conscious of Reality as such at the time of 
enquiry, and no amount of critical reflection would take him 
to the Truth so long as his mind is extrovert. It is the Sruti 
or the Acharya, preferably the latter, that gives him the 
inward lead, and in doing so the Sruti or the Guru consciously 
uses one or more of the aforesaid devices suited to the 
seeker's frame of mind. It is not a question of listening to an 
external teaching, and then using some logical dialectic to 
remove misconceptions. The Sruti or the teacher merely 
gives an inward turn to the mind of the seeker, who under 
the guide of the former, attends to the nature of his own Self 
and by a gradual process of co-ordinating his partial 
intuitions as suggested by the Sruti or teacher, he fmally rests 
in. the Intuition of Brahman after abolishing the super
impositions. I But how is the seeker to follow the lead of the 

LProf. T.R.V. Murti seems to miss the point when he writes 'In the 
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Sastra or the teacher? Does he already know Brahman before 
he strips It of false ascriptions in accordance with the 
suggestion of his guide? The answer is both yes and no. He 
does know It as his Self. 'Sarvasya Atmatvaccha Brahmastitva

prasidhihi ~~§I&lIffdfCI~F(1FO&: (SB., 1-1-I,p. 6). He 

does not entirely rely on either the teacher or the Sastra, for 
either ofthese can only suggest to him what is already in him. 
As Sailkara puts it 'Vachanam Nama YathabhUtasya (Arthasya) 

Jfiapakam Na Avidyamanasya Kartrq:q;f";flTf~~~~ ';f 

~Fqe4Hf4 ~ (Tai. Intro., p. 276), a text can only make 
knoWn anything as it is; it cannot create anything de novo. 
And in the case of one's own Self, ever-known and self
effulgent, there is nothing to be made known by positive 
defmition, and hence there can be only the removal of false 
notions created by Avidya. 

It is sometimes supposed that mere negation cannot give 
us complete knowledge of a thing unless our false judgement 
is replaced by a positively correct one. It is not enough to 
know that I misjudge a thing to be a snake; it is necessary 
to complete it by knowing positively what the thing I 
perceive is in its true nature. Hence, it is urged that positive 
Upanishadic statements defming Brahman are more forceful 
than negative ones. But the argument ignores the fact that 
Brahman as our own Self is in no need of enlightenment as 

Vediinta, negation applies to becoming and difference, which are falsely 
ascribed to Pure Being' (CPR, p. 158). For, Reality or Brahman is 

neither being as opposed to becoming, nor one as opposed to many. 
Negation in Srutis applies, as we have seen, to all Vikalpas, including 
the empirical being and number. Compare the Gita 'Na Sattanna

saduchyate OJ Rdi"I*15't4~' and a saying ascribed to Sailkara 'Na Chaikam 
Dvitiyam Kutah Syiit' OJ ~ ~~: ~ II 
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to Its existence or nature. Moreover, as Sailkara observes, the 
only function ofknowledge is to remove the ignorance which 
envelops the true nature of a thing : 

~fu~lIT~~~~~~C!Trcrrnl~ 

~~~ Itfm~~~-:q6irq~I$\1~q~ 

~,~~~~~~C!T~~a 
, Knowledge has been never noticed either to remove or 

to create actually the property of anything. It is found, 
however, to destroy ignorance in every case. So here also let 
us accept that Knowledge of Brahman removes the non
Brahmic nature and limited nature created by ignorance only, 
and not that, Knowledge of Brahman can create or remove · 
an actually existent thing. ' (Br. Bh., 1-4-10, p.669). Indeed, 
we are said to know more and more of a thing in proportion 
to the removal of ignorance concerning it. Sailkara therefore 
humorously remarks : 
~ ~Sq1<H&lf~i,<Cf;ol ~ w:rruf ~, ~ 

0~lq<1q{ji!lO\!1fc14jllC4f(j{Cf;OI 3jO<j\1,(lq<1~sfi:l" f~r<;C4ffl!<1\'1 ~ ~ II 

"Those who affirm that knowledge, besides removing 
ignorance, enables one positively 'to know' the thing itself, 
would be affirming that the act of cutting - besides severing 
the connection ofthe parts of a log - operates on each ofthe 
parts also. " 

Ma. Bh., 7, p. 187. 

6. ApPLICATION OF THE NEGATION METHOD 

A study of the different forms of negation employed in 
the Srutis' would reveal how the one method of Super
imposition and Rescission operates in all the specific 
instances. 
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1. "It is the One that never moves and is yet swifter than 
mind. The senses never overtake It, for It will have arrived 
at the destination before them; resting, It outstrips all in a 
race." ISa., 4. 

[Opposite predicates mutually super-impose and rescind each other 

and thus reveql the transcendental nature of the Self.] 

2. "It is verily other than the known, and above the 
unknown. " Ke., 1-4. 

[The known or the manifold world of names and forms is fIrst 

denied and, lest it be presumed to be the unmanifest world, that is also 

expressly negated. In the result, the seeker is led to the Intuition of Atman 

untainted by the knowable or conceivable objective world.] 

3. "That which has no sound, no touch, and no colour, 
that which is undecaying , tasteless, eternal, and scentless ; 
that which has neither beginning nor end, that which is 
beyond the Mahat, that which is constant - realizing That, one 
is released from the jaws of death. " Ka. 1-3-15. 

[Here the cancellation ofthe super-impositions proceeds gradually 

from the grosser to the subtler til1 one fInally realizes Reality in all Its 

nakedness and is thereby freed from death, that is, from ignorance, desire 

and action as Satikara explains it.] 

4. "He who is of divine splendour, formless, the Purusha 
(all-pervading), .unborn without or within, without PraIfa, 
without mind, pure, beyond even the imperishable 
(undifferentiated seed of the world) - from this One~ is born 
PraI).a, the mind, all the senses, the air, the fire, the water and 
the earth that supporteth all. .. Mun., 2-1-2. 

[From Brahman, which knows no birth and which is without PdiQa, 

without mind, without senses, and without the elements, are born PraQa 

and other effects, that is to say, everything is super-imposed on it. Hence 

it is that the Sruti can declare that all this is Brahman. See Mun., 2-1-

11.] 
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5. "Not inwardly conscious, not outwardly conscious, 
not conscious bothways, not solidified consciousness, neither 
conscious nor unconscious, unperceived, not an object of 
human dealings, ungraspable, uninferable with the aid of a 
sign, inconceivable, inexpressible, Intuited only through the 
notion of the one Self, free from all distinctions, tranquil, the 
highest good, non-dual - That, they call the F ~)Urth, That is 
the Self, That is what is to be known. " Man., 7. 

[Here not only the three states of consciousness and their contents, 

but also aU possible conceptual detenninations are denied, implying 

thereby that what is called the Knowledge of Brahman is only Intuition 

and not any intellectual judgement of the empirical nature.) 

6. "That is the Infinite (Brahman) in which one sees 
nothing else, hears nothing else, knows nothing else. And that 
in which one sees something else, hears something else, 
knows something else - that is the finite. That which is 
Infinite is verily immortal, and that which is finite, is mortal. 
'On what does the Infinite rest, revered sir? ' 'On its own 
glory, or rather, not even on its glory." Ch., 7-24-1. 

[ The very idea of a second is denied here, implying that the Infinite 

should not be likened to the mathematical infinity, one opposed to the 

finite. It is the Absolute, knowing no distinctions within It or allowing 

no second outside It. It is neither different from nor opposed to anything 

else, for there is nothing else beside It.] 

7. "This is verily that Akshara (the imperishable 
Reality), 0 Gargi, which the knowers of Brahman say is 
neither gross nor subtle, neither short nor long, not red, not 
oily, not a shadow, not darkness, not the air, not the ether, 
not adhesive, without taste, without smell, without eyes, 
without ears, without the vocal organ, without mind, without 
light. without the vital power, without mouth, without 
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measure, without interior or exterior. It never consumes 
anything; nor is It consumed by anyone." Br., 3-8-8. 

[Here the negation of opposites is for suggesting that whenever 

some attribute is denied, its opposite should not be taken to be implied. 

Further. negations are meant for warning against the assumption that it 
is a substance or quality, or It is something unsubstantial like a shadow 

or darkness; that It should never be taken to be akin to one of the five 

Bhiitas or elements that constitute the universe, or to have the nature of 

some internal organ. In fact, as Sankara says, nothing is to be attributed 

to or predicated of It, since It is the One without a second.] 

We need not multiply instances any more to convince 
the reader of the true import of negations in the Upanishads 
as applied to the Absolute. All that is intended is that no 
positive description of Reality is possible and no proof is 
needed to establish the existence of Atman. No description 
of the Absolute is possible for the simple reason that It is 

. beyond the range of both words al,d concepts which can only 
objectify empirical things. And there is no need whatever of 
any evidence to prove Its existence inasmuch as It is self
established as being the Self of everyone and everything. The 
negations are merely to annul the false ascriptions of A vidya 
obscuring Its true nature. I shall close this section by citing 
a few instances from the Gita and the Brahma-SUtras to show 
how both of them endorse this view. 

BHAGAVADGITA 

(1) "He is never born, nor does he ever die. This one 
is not going to cease to be, after having been once. Unborn, 
eternal, everlasting, primeval, He is not slain when the body 
is slain. " G., 2-20 

(2) "This One, weapons cannot cut; this One, fire 
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cannot bum; this One, water cannot moisten; this One, the 
wind cannot dry. " G., 2-23. 

(3) "He is unperceivable, He is inconceivable, and He 
is unchangeable, they say. " G., 2-25. 

(4) " Beginningless is that Supreme Brahman. It is said 
to be neither being nor non-being. " G., 13-12. 

(5) " While appearing to discharge the functions of aU 
the senses, It is deviod of all the senses ; having no contact, 
It supports aU ; devoid of the GU1)as, It experiences the 
GU1)as." G., 13-14. 

(6) "It is both within and without all beings. It is both 
the moving and the unmoving. It is both far and near. " 

G., 13-15. 

(7) "It is undivided, yet appears as though It were 
divided in beings. Supporter of beings too is that knowable, 
both absorbing and generating." G., 13-16. 

[These negations and predications of the opposites are all to be 

explained in the light of our observations on the Sruti texts.] 

BRAHMA-SOTRA 

(1) "Then, therefore, the enquiry into Brahman." 
VS., I-I-I. 

(2) "(Pradhana cannot be supposed to be denoted by the 
word Sat) because of Svapyaya or merging of (the individual 
self in its own Self). " VS., 1-1-9. 

[Here enquiry of Brahman is recommended in 1-1-1 thereby 

implying that the enquirer is different from Brahman since the latter is 

to be enquired into. But in 1-1-9 the 'Sat' (Being) spoken of in 

Ch., 6-8-1 is concluded to be Brahman Itself since the individual soul 

is taught there as being merged in its own Self, thus cancelling the 

difference implied in 1-1-1.] 

(3) "(Indra) advises (Pratardana to meditate on Him 
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alone) from the standpoint of Sastra, like Vamadeva." 
VS., 1-1-30. 

[Here the perfect identity of the individual self and Brahman is 

declared to be the Vedic view, or the right view. thereby implying that 

the difference between the two is only from the empirical view, the 

outcome of Avidya.] 

(4) "Not even on account of states (Upadhis) can the 
Highest Brahman be regarded as possessing a two-fold 
character." VS., 3-2-11. 

(5) "]t is fonnless emphatically for (the texts teaching 
That) are of that direct import." VS., 3-2-14. 

[While Brahman is admitted to be with form and specific properties 

in Siitriis like 1-1-20 and 1-2-1, it is emphasized here that Brahman is 

devoid of all characteristic features and forms, for the texts teaching 

forms and features do not aver that Brahman is really invested with these 

properties, while texts that deny specific features have that denial as their 

main purport. '] 

1. This point will be discussed in greater detail in the next Section. under 

the title 'The Two Aspects of Brahman'. 



SECTION FOUR 

THE TWO STANDPOINTS 

1. THE USES OF THE EMPIRICAL VIEW 

From the foregoing exposition of the method of 
Vedanta, it will be clear that the teaching of Srutis pre
supposes two different points of view in its procedure. One 
of these is the natural view, the empirical view which 
persuades a man to look upon himself as an ego endowed with 
mind and senses, and stationed in a manifold universe along 
With other embodied beings like himself, knowing, acting, 
reaping and experiencing the friuts of his actions good or bad. 
This view the Sruti calls the view of Avidyain contrast to 
the correct view, the view of Vidyii, from the standpointl of 
Alman as He is. The Upanishads, however, do make use of 
the empirical view to a very large extent in connection with 
their peculiar method, the Adhyiir6piipaviida, employed as a 
device to reveal the absolutely Real. 

It must not be supposed that the Srutis condemn the 
emperical view altogether as wholly illusory and useless. For, 
they utilise it to prescribe not only the modes of conduct and 
discipline necessary to qualify the seeker for acquiring the 
correct Knowledge of Brahman, but also cQrtain meditations 
(Upasanas) and adaptations of Vedic rituals which would 
indirectly help the aspirant to prepare himself to attain Self
Knowledge later on. There are minor Upasanas too pre
scribed from this point of view, which would be instrumental 
in securing, for the qualified followers, fruits similar to those 
vouched for rituals in the KannakaD-c.ia portion. 

1. For Sruti texts making this distinction the reader is refered to the 
previous section dealing with the Basic Super-imposition (p. 36). 
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2. THE Two ASPECTS OF BRAHMAN 

These two views account for the double character of 
Brahman as presented in the Upanishads. Certain passages 
present Brahman as totally devoid of all specific features, 
while others describe It as possessing a number of distinctive 
attributes. How is this apparent contradiction to be resolved? 
Badarayal)a in his Vedanta SUtras and Sankara in his 
commentary on the same have laid down a principle to be 
observed in interpreting such texts: 'It has been established 
in VS. 1-1-4 that passages like Br. 3-8-8, K. 1-3-15, Ch. 8-
14-1, Mu. 2-1-2, Br. 2-5-19 etc., have for their purport the 
Reality which is differenceless Brahmatman and do not 
principally aim at teaching anything else. So in passages of 
this nature, Brahman should be definitely understood to be 
devoid of all forms. As for the other passages which treat of 
Brahman with form, they are not primarily meant to teach It, 
for their main purport is to lay down injunctions for 
meditation. As long as they are not opposed to the former 
texts, they have to be taken to mean what they say; where, 
however, there is contardiction, the texts whose purport is to 
teach the nature of Brahman would be of greater force than 
those whose ultimate purport is not the determination of the 
nature of Brahman. This is the reason why Brahman is to be 
regarded as altogether without form and not otherwise, even 
while texts of both the classes are to be found in the 
Upanishads. ' 

SB., 3-2-14. 

Thus, from the highest standpoint, Brahman has no 
attributes whatever of Its own, has no second to It and is, in 
fact, the sale Reality. But yet, from the empirical standpoint, 
the same Brahman is also to be meditated upon as endowed 
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with attributes. As, for instance, in the passage : "All this is 
verily Brahman, since it originates from It, dissolves into It 
and moves in It. So let a man meditate upon It in peace. 
'Made up of mind, having Priipa for his body, of the nature 
of effulgence, having a will never thwarted, all-pervasive like 
ether, creator of all, possessing all pure desires, all sweet 
odours, all delicious tastes, all-pervading, without any sense
organs as that of speech and without flurry. This is my Self 
within the heart, This is Brahman, and This, I am going to 
attain after departing from here.' Whoever has such firm 
conviction and entertains no doubt, attains this goal. So says 
SaQ.gilya, yea, SaQ.gilya." Ch., 3-14-1, 2, 4. 

Brahman may even possess a form, such as the one 
described in Ch., 1-6-6. 'Now the golden person who is seen 
in the sun, the Purusha with a golden beard and golden hair, 
everything golden to the very tips of his nails.' 

It is not to be supposed that such attributes and forms 
are illusory and no more, since they are to be regarded as 
unreal from the Paramiirtha standpoint. For, being enjoined 
in the Sruti for meditation, they are as real as anything that 
we see and touch, as any real ideas that we entertain in the 
empirical world. Sat1kara observes : ,. When one is told to 
bring the king' s man or the owner ofthe variegated cow, one 
makes no effort to bring the attribute--the king or the cow 
also. Lest it be thought that the same principle applies here, 
the attributes such as 'creator of all' are repeated here for 
meditation." Similarly, with regard to the form of Brahman, 
that commentator remarks, 'Even the Supreme Lord may, at 
his pleasure, assume a bodily shape formed of Maya in order 
to favour his devotees. Accordingly, the Smrti says '0 
Narada, that thou seest me in this form is the Maya projected 
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by me; you should not think that I am really endowed with 
the. properties of the five elements.' Moreover, where the 
essential nature of the Supreme Lord devoid of all specific 
features is taught, only then would apply the Sastra such as 
'without sound, without touch, without form, undecaying.' 
As the cause of all, however, the Highest Lord is described 
as possessing some of the properties of the effects also for 
purposes of meditation by texts like the following one: 'The 
creator of all, possessing all desires, all odours, all tastes.' 
The text representing Him as having a golden beard etc. may 
be treated likewise. As to the objection that He cannot be the 
Highest Lord since the Sruti speakes of an abode, we reply, 
even the Lord who rests in His own glory, may be taught as 
having an abode just for meditation, since being all
pervasive, Brahman may be taken to be within everything 
like ether. And the Sruti teaching a limitation to his authority 
is also for the sake of meditation, the limitations taught being 
relative to the Adhyatma (the sphere of the human body) and 
the Adhidaiva (the sphere of the gods, respectively.)" 

SB., 1-1-20. 
This long extract is very instructive with reference to 

some important points in Sailkara Vedanta (1) Brahman as 
It is in Itself as well as Its special aspect taught for meditation 
has been designated by the same word 'jSvara '. (2) The 
attributes or forms of Brahman recommended for meditation 
are, notwithstanding that they are the products of Maya, no 
more illusory than any concrete things that one deals with in 
the empirical world, inasmuch as they are assumed by the 
Lord for favouring the devotees. (3) The meditation of 
Brahman as qualified by these limiting conditions, does lead 
ultimately to the highest result or MOksha where the devotee 
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attains the same Brahman which is his very Self. 'Esha Ma 
Atma Etad Brahma Etam Itaha Pretya Abhisambhavitasmi, 

~"Il~~~~~:~~', (4) There is a 
relatively higher value attached to the qualities, forms, 
abodes etc., ascribed to Brahman than to those of embodied 
beings. including the gods, since the Lord is taught to be 
emphatically distinct and different from these Jivas 
'Bhedavyapadesacchanyaha' (~a:&jq~~"iitll;:q: VS., 1-1-21). 

Two different epithets 'Para' Brahman and 'Apara' 
Brahman have been used in the Srutis to enable the student 
to distinguish these two aspects of Brahman : 

(~) ~~1it"ff"Cli:~~~: IlL ,",-~' 

n) ~~~~~~I Cfil. ~-X-~G. 
This distinction of the aspects is aiso recognised in the 

Vedanta SUtras : 
"q;j<f~~:" (~. ~ ¥-~-\9) 

The 'Apara' or Lower Brahman is also called the Karya 
Brahman. The variants for' Apara' and 'Para' (Brahman) are 
to be found in the following Bhashya : "With regard to the 
passage 'He leads them to Brahma' the doubt arises whether 
he leads them to the Karya (effect), Apara (lower) Brahman 
or to the Para (higher), Avi1qta (not effected), Mukhya 
(principal) Brahman. Whence this doubt ? Because the 
common name Brahman is used without any qualifying 
epithet, and because this particular Sruti speaks of 'going'. 
Here the teacher Badari is of opinion that the person who is 
not a man, leads them only to the Kiirya (effect), Sagul)a 
(qualified), Apara (lower) Brahman." SB., 4-4-7, p.495. 
Hence it is evident that SaIikara uses the words Para (higher), 
Mukhya (principal), Nirgul)a (having no qualities), and 
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Kampa (cause) for Brahman as It is, while Apara (lower) 
Gaii(1a (secondary), Sagupa (having qualities), and Kiirya 
(effected) for Brahman recommended for meditation. This is 
clarified further on where Sailkara observes : "Owing to its 
proximity to the Higher Brahman, it is not inconsistent to 
use the word Brahman, with reference to the lower Brahman 
also. For it is the same Higher Brahman which is designated 
as the Lower (Brahman) when it is sometimes recommended 
to be meditated upon as endowed with certain qualities; such 
as being 'made up of the mind' (Ch., 3-4-12)". 

SB., 4-3-9, p. 495. 

Or again :-
"But would not such (distinction of a higher and a lower 

Brahman) militate against the Sruti text teaching non-dua
lity? No. For, we have removed this objection by the remark 
that (the distinction) is only due to the limiting conditions of 
name and form created by Avidya. " SB., 4-3-14, p. 502. 

Readers will have bee!} convinced by now that the 
epithets Para, Mukhya, Nirgupa etc. (in contrast to Apara, 
Gau1).a, Sagu1).a etc.) are merely convenient terms used to 
point to Brahman as It is, and are meant neither 'for sharply 
distinguishing It from the lower Brahman, nor for disparag
ing the rank of the latter. These contrasting epithets should 
never be supposed to interfere with the identical nature of 
Brahman in whichever context the Sruti may present [t. This 
explains why Sailkara uses the appe1ations ParameSwara and 
Paramiitman indifferently for both the aspects of Brahman. 
This is why, too, that Sailkara does not hesitate to 'make use 
of the term Para Brahman even while he is discussing 
Brahman as the object of meditation, l for there he has only 

1. As for instance in VS., 1-2-1, 1-2-2, 1-3-15 etc. 
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to contrast Brahman with Jiva or some other entity, and not 
with Brahman to be known as such. Failure to notice this 
subtle distinction has been responsible for many uncalled-for 
criticisms of Sailkara by G. Thibaut and Col. Jacob2 

consideration of which has to be postponed as not germane 
to the present discussion. Students who wish to steer clear of 
similar pitfalls will do well to rivet their attention upon the 
following important passage in Sailkara's Stitra Bhashya : 

~~arn~~~~~~~ 

~e:I~'tqf~"Fld~~-q-{r"!Rl~ II 

. " One and the same Brahman is taught in the Vedanta 
as an object of meditation, when It desiderates certain 
limiting conditions or as an object of knowledge when It is 
regarded to be free from all limiting conditions. The sequel 
is begun to show how this is." 3 

SB.,I-I-12. 

2. VmYA AND A VIDYA 

The apparently indiscriminate use in the Upanishads of 
the terms Vidya and Avidya in various senses, has to be 

2. Thibaut (VS., xcii, xxxviii, xci, xciv) ; Jacob (VSa., viii, ix). 

These and other criticisms will have to be duly considered in the second 
volume of the present work in connection with Rlimanuja's system. 

3. Sailkara does not mean to say, as alleged by Thibaut (VS., xxxii, 

xxxiii) that all the passages discussed hereafter will be devoted to settle 

the question whether the Sagul)a Brahman or the Nirgul)a Brahman is 

meant in each case, but only whether certain passages refer to Brahman 

or something else. Whether in any individual text Brahman is to be taken 

as an object of meditation or not, depends entirely on an express 

injunction or its absence, and not upon what appelation the Sruti or 

Sailkara uses to designate Brahman. 
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justified by the context in which they occur. 
A few passages may be cited to illustrate this H:_ 

1. 'These two, what is known as A vidya and what as 
Vidya, are wide apart proceeding in different directions.' 

Ka.,1-2-4. 

fWe are here dealing with the 'Knowledge of Brahman' in contrast 

to works and meditation leading to prosperity in this or the other world.] 

2. 'Vidya and A vidya are different. That which one 
perfonns with Vidya, faith and concentration, that alone 
would be more effective.' Ch., 1-1-10. 

[Here we have to do with the 'meditation' on the Udgeetha.] 

3. 'He attains- immortality through Vidya, after crossing 
death through Avidya.' Isa., 11. 

[This is in the context of ends and means. Hence A vidya here refers 

to Vedic ritual and Vidya to meditation.] 

4. 'In the same way, this Atman having cast do"\vn the 
body and sent it into A vidya, takes hold of another support 
and withdraws himself.' Br., 4-4-3. 

[This is in the context ofJiva's transmigration. Hence Avidya here 

means unconsciousness.) 

Now Sailkara has reserved the tenn Para Vidya for the 
Higher Knowledge, which results in immediate release as 
contrasted with Apara Vidya(lower knowledge) which leads 
to gradual liberation after death. The tenns being only 
relative, no stigma need be supposed to be attached to the 
Apara Vidya just on the score that it has been called 'lower', 
The remarks that have been made with reference to the tenns 
Para-Brahman and Apara-Brahman apply here pari passu. 

Whenever Brahman is presented as something to be 
known, it is to be considered to be absolutely free from the 
taint of the Upiidhis or limiting conditions through which It 
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is taught. These conditions are, of course, empirically real as 
is the distinction of the known, knowledge, and the knowable. 
All this is, however, nullified by true Knowledge, or spiritual 
Intuition, of Brahman which knows no second. This is 
therefore Para Vidyli, the highest Knowledge vouchsafed to 
the soul in the Upanishads. The Apara Vidya is not 
Knowledge in this sense, for it is only Upiisana or Dhyiina 
(meditation). Lest the two be confounded, SaIikara has 
defined them as follows : 

"Dhyana or meditation, though mental, can yet be done, 
or not done, or even done in a different way altogether by 
a person, for it is dependent on the (will of the) person 
(perfonning it). Knowledge, on the other hand, has to be 
produced by a PramliI)a or means of right knowledge. A 
means of knowledge, again, relates to something really 
existing and as such cannot be done, not done, or done in a 
different way; for it depends solely upon the objective thing 
which really exists but not upon a Vedic injunction or on the 
will of a person. Hence, though mental, Knowledge is widely 
different from meditation." SB., 1-1-4, p. 18. 

Bearing this distinction in mind, the critical reader can 
now decide, whether or not there are two Vidyas - the Apara 
Vidya or meditation enjoined and the Para Vidya or 
knowledge properly so-called - pertaining to Brahman 
fonnally recognized by the Upanishads. This is what Thibaut 
remarks in this connection: " 'Brahman' is indeed some
times described as SaguI,la and sometimes as NirguI,la (to use 
later terms), but it is nowhere said that thereon rests a 
distinction of two different kinds of knowledge leading to 
altogether different results." (VS., p. cxvi). 

T fear, he misses the point altogether. The name Para or 
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Apara mayor may not be there expressly inserted in each 
passage. But do we find or do we not find, two distinct sets 
of texts - one set enjoining meditation, and the other simply 
revealing the nature of Brahman ? And is there or is there 
not, a difference of fruits taught in respect of the two Vidyas, 
the result of Para Vidya or Knowledge of Brahman without 
any attributes being - not 'immediate absorption in Brahman 
on death' as Thibaut (VS., p. lxxxviii) believes, but - what 
Sankara calls Sady6mukti, immediate release through Knowl

edge 'Atra Brahma Samasnute - anf~~', 'Taddhasya 

Vijajiiou ~~' (vide K. 2-3-14, Ch., 6-11-3), while the 
result of the Apara Vidya is Krama-Mukti (gradual release), 
that is to say, reaching Brahman through the way of the gods, 
thence no more to return? 'Esha Deva Patho Brahma Patha 
Etena Pratipadyamana Imam Manavam Avartham Navartante 

~~~~lJti$ Uf(jqEi41'11~~~' (Ch., 4-15-5)? 
If there is such a distinction, then even granting for the nonce 
that the words 'Para Vidya' and 'Apara Vidya' do not occur 
in the Upanishads, Sankara' s system enunciating the doctrine 
of two truths will have to be admitted to be the only system 
recognized in those scriptures. 

As a matter of fact, however, one Upanishad at least, 
does expressly refer to the two Vidyas, as Thibaut himself 
admits. Thibaut thinks that "in several places we find the 
knowledge of the sacrificial part of the Veda with its 
supplementary disciplines contrasted as inferior with the 
Knowledge of the Self, to which latter distinction the 
MUI).c;laka Upanishad (1-4), applies the terms Apara and Para 
Vidya" (VS., p. cxvi). Now, is this interpretation true to 
fact? I think not. For in the first place, there is no mention 
of 'the sacrificial part of the Veda' in the Mantras 4 anti '\ 
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The Upanishad simply states that the Apara Vidya consists 
ofthe ~gveda, the Yajurveda, the Samaveda, the Atharvaveda, 
Siksha, Kalpa, VyakaraJ).a, Nirukta, Chandus, and lyotisha 
(Mu.5). No school of Vedanta in India excludes the 
Upanishads from the Vedic literature, and hence it could 
never be exact to say that only the sacrificial portion of the 
Veda comes under the Apara Vidya referred to here. SaIikatn, 
has the support of the Upanishad itself when he insists that 
the Apara Vidyii, the knowledge of the Vedic injunctions 
(Vidhi Vishaya), on the one hand, is contrasted here with the 
Para Vidya or the Knowledge of the Akshara or the eternal 
Para-Brahman, on the other. For, this Upanishad classes the 
meditation of the Lower Brahman also along with the 
knowledge of the sacrificial rites (Mu., 1-2-11) before 
undertaking a detailed consideration of the Para Vidya(from 
Mu., 1-2-12 onwards). That this verse really contains a 
reference to the Apara Vidyais bo~e out by the indication 
of the fruit of meditation. "They go through the sun, freed 
from all defilement, where that immortal and undecaying 
Purusha resides." (Mu. 1-2-11) And in this very same 
Upanishad we are definitely told the fruit of Para Vidya thus: 
"He who knows the Highest Brahman becomes that very 
Brahman." (Mu., 3-2-9). 

4. THE TRANSCENDENTAL NAlURE OF THE 

KNOWLEDGE OF BRAHMAN 

That the Upanishads do not undertake to prove the 
existence of Brahman by an appeal to Pram~as such as 
sensuous perception, is evident from passages like the 
following: "All this is Brahman alone" (Mu., 2-2-1), "All 
this is Atman alone" (Ch., 7-25-2), "Where there is duality, 
as it were, there one sees another, one smells another; .... but 
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where, to this knowing one, all has become Atman, then how 
can one see anything else, and with what organ? " (Br., 4-
5-15). This is what prompts Sarikara to make this apparently 
sweeping statement : 

~~3'lltLjHICGflfhlhHI~~~~1l1011l?i<~oqqtl<1 

~~~:,~-:q~~~11 

"All the talk of Pramfu).as and their objects whether 
relating to the ordinary life or to Vedic action and all 
scriptures relating to injunctions and prohibitions of actions, 
or to Moksha, pre-suppose this mutual Adhyasa or Super
imposition ofthe Self and the non-Self, called A vidya, before 
they function." (SB., p. 21). And he makes this good by . 
drawing our attention to the fact that no one could consider 
himself competent to perceive or think before presuming that 
he is identical with the body in which the senses and the mind 
function (Dehendriyadishu Aham-mamabhimanarahitasya 

Pramatrtvanupapattau Pramat;:tapravrttYanupapattehe ~

r<;tsq~44IAi41'1(f(iijfll ~41~(qlj44~ 1OI41011l1fllj44fj: " SB., p. 2.)1 

That Vedanta is not a speculative system is borne out by 
the Upanishad texts which warn us that' 'This Knowledge of 
Brahman is un-attainable by ratiocination" (Naisha Tarket;:ta 

Matirapaneya ~m~ K., 1-2-9). Sarikara gives an 

alternative interpretation of this text, which assures us that 
the Intuition of Brahman transcends the entire sphere oflogic. 
"Or this text may also mean that this Intuition cannot be 
dispelled by logical reasoning." Reasoning based upon 

1. A student of the Upanishads is struck by the conspicuous absence of 

the word 'PramaQa' in all the Upanishads. This circumstance alone 

should be sufficient for a discerning scholar to arrive at the conclusion 

that Vedanta as taught by the Upanishads is not based on the ordinary 

canons of knowledge. 
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Intuition, however, is by no means precluded in arriving at 
the ultimate Knowledge; for' 'The Knowledge of Brahman 
is taken to culminate in a result to be experienced in this very 
life, for only as culminating in an Intuition dispersing all 
Avidya It serves as a means to final release." (SB., 2-2-4, 
p. 84). And Sruti itselflays down that Atman,is to be thought 
over (Mantavyaha) besides being heard (studied through the 
Sastras). Only, dry speculation not based upon experience has 
no place here (Nanena MisheQ.a Sushkatarkasya Atra 

Atmalabhaha Sambhavati ~ ~ :atlCfH'1ctflt 31':f ~: 

~~ SB., 2-1-6, p. 180). 

That Vedan.tic Knowledge of Reality transcends all the 
concepts and limitations implied in the empirical view-
efforts, means and fruits of actions ; cause and effect, and 
time itself--is rendered clear from the following Upanishadic 
text in the form of a question posed by Naciketas : 

"That which thou seest as being beyond good and bad 
deeds, beyond that which is effected and which is not the 
effect, beyond past and future, please tell me that." K., 1-
2-14. 

And lastly, that the Highest Reality and goal taught by 
the Upanishads transcends all concepts and verbal symbols, 
is revealed by the following text : 

~ ~ ~ I a:rnJ12T"JfrnT 116 I ~ ~ ~ I -;n ~ 

~II 
"That from which all words fall back along with the 

mind unable to reach It, one knowing that bliss of Brahman, 
is not afraid of anything whatever." Tai., 2-9. 

How then are we to know this Brahman? The senses are 
the only doors open to mankind for perceiving phenomena, 
concepts are the means to grasp things as they are and there 
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is no means other than language to communicate our ideas 
to others. If the only means available are pronounced 
incompetent to know or to teach Brahman, will that not be 
tantamount to confessing that Vedanta has no Truth to 
propound to its votaries? This objection betrays ignorance 
of the fundamental doctrine as well as the unique method of 
Vedanta. 

The Upanishadic teaching is 

d~dG::<~&lI'icflOj'1q<"l+ftVI""I~1Oj44kGI gm~,!: I 

"Now this Brahman has neither a before nor an after, 
neither a within nor a without ; this Self, the Knower of 
everything is Brahman. This is the teaching." 

Br., 2-5-19, p. 780. 

The senses and concepts are no doubt the means of 
knowing the objective phenomena of this world, but the 
knower in general being the pre-supposition of all the 
processes of knowing, must be granted to be self-evident and 
can never be thought of in any way as desiderating some 
'means' of knowing Him. Now the fundamental doctrine of 
Vedanta is that this Self as the universal Knower who Intuits 

everything Sarvanubhuhu ~"i: is essentially Brahman, and, 
as such, altogether transcends the sphere of empirical 
knowledge, the sphere which comprehends the distinctions of 
the knower, means of knowledge and the object of knowl
edge. It is a radical error therefore which assails each one of 
us when we assume that we are individual knowers endowed 
with intellect and other means of knowledge which enable us 
to know objects. It is to dispel this inherent error, that the 
Upanishads employ the unique method known as the 
Adhyaropa-Apavada, where word-symbols used need not 
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directly denote the Self or Brahman but only serve to suggest 
what is not really characteristic of It, while the human mind 
naturally takes it to be such. Brahman as the Witnessing 
Principle in us all, being ofthe very nature of Consciousness, 
needs no extraneous means to know It. It has to be Intuited 
by the Self in Itself as something devoid of all determining 
features, as the all in reality. (Atmanyevatmanam Pasyati 

Sarvamatmanam Pasyati 0lI('l4..c,ClI(i'l14"Wiftr ~ ~ ) 

Br., 4-4-23. 

5. THE HIGHEST GOAL OF LIFE 

Even the statement that one has got to dispel a 
beginningless error which obstructs one's Intuiting oneself as 
Brahman, is of course only a truth from the lower standpoint. 
The only way, therefore, to gain our freedom which is already 
attained is to raise ourselves to a position from where we see 
that we have been ever-free. There are texts in plenty 
interspersed among the Upanishads which make this abun
dantly clear. One such from the BrhadaraI.1yaka will quite 
suffice here. In summing up the entire teaching of the 
Upanishad, this text most un-equivocally declares: 

~ err ~ ~ a:mGTs-;;ffiS11Us~s'Fit ~ I 31~" ~~ fu ~ 
~ 'lCiTIPl ~ ~ , 

"Now this (soul) indeed is the all-pervading birthless 
Self, ageless, undying, immortal, fearless Brahman. Brahman 
of course is fearless, and he becomes indeed the fearless 
Brahman, whoever knows this" (Br., 4-4-24). To this end, 
we have only to abandon the self-imposed obstacle of 
habitual wrong thinking which makes us extrovert. The part 
to be played by the Srutis or a teacher in this process has been 
thus stated by Sailkara : 
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"Whoever is extrovertly inclined and seeks to attain 
what he would welcome, and to avoid what he would dislike, 
but cannot reach the absolute fulfilment of his desires, such 
a person longing for the attainment of the highest goal, Srutis 
like 'Atman alone is to be seen' divert from the object of the 
natural activity of the aggregate of the body and the senses, 
and tum the stream of his thoughts towards the inmost Self. 
Then for him who has set about in search of this Self, the real 
nature of the Atman as neither to be courted nor to be shunned 
is taught by Srutis such as 'All this is the Atman' (Br., 2-4-
6), 'Where to this knowing one, everything has become 
Atman alone, then how can one see another and with what 
(means)? How can one know another and with what? With 
what can one possibly know the knower (himself) l' (Br., 4-
5-15). 'This Atman is Brahman' (Br., 2-5-19). 

SB., 1-1-4, p. 19. 

Now the path thus recommended by the Srutis is known 
as the Nivrtti-Marga, the way of beating back and coming to 
our own real Self. The steps in the process of this return are 
thus pointed out : 

1. "Therefore, one who knows it thus, and has a calm 
mind, control of the senses, and forbearance and has secured 
an unruffled state of mind, can see the Self in his own self, 
and everything as Atman.' , 

Br .• 4-4-23. 

2. The discerning seeker should merge speech (and other 
senses) in the mind, sink that mind in the knowing self (or 
intellect), and this intellect he should merge in the great 
Atman (the knower), and the (knower) in the Atman free 
from all mundane disturbances." K., 1-3-1. 

And the fruit of this practice is this : "Contemplating 
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on that Self, one no longer bewails; having been already free, 
he becomes free." K., 2-2-1. 



SECTION FIVE 

THE TRADITION BEFORE SANKARA 

1. GAUI;>AP ADA 

Satikara is the earliest teacher whose extant Bhashyas 
give us a picture of the unique method of Vedanta in all its 
working details. But he is by no means the first discoverer 
of the method. In fact, he remembers with great reverence the 
ancient teachers· who wrote commentaries on all the 
Upanishads even before him. Of such teachers, it is some 
satisfaction to know that there is at least one whose work is 
extant till today; and that is Gau<;tapada who has summarized 
the teachings of the Upanishads in his Karikas or expository 
verses on the M~<;lUkya. For a fuller information regarding 
this work, the reader is referred to my Sanskrit commentary, 
the M~<;lUkya Rahasya-Vivrti. Here I shall merely indicate 
in outlines how Gau<;lapada was perfectly aware of this 
traditional method. 

In the Agama PrakaraQ.a, or the first chapter of his work, 
so named because it expounds the traditional method adopted 
in the Sruti, he shows how the three different aspects of 
Atman - outwardly conscious, inwardly conscious or Pure 
Consciousness - are merely super-impositions on the Turlya 
or the Real Self, which is forever untainted with Svapna
Nidra(dream sleep or wrong knowledge) or Asvapna-Nidrii 
(dreamless sleep or absence of knowledge 1-11 to 15) and 
closes his teaching with the observation : "That when the 
soul wakes ll:P from its beginningless illusory slumber, then 
it becomes aware of the truth that it is really the Secondless 
One unborn, forever unsullied by the sleep of ignorance or 

l. The second opening verse, TaL Bh. 
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by the dream of wrong knowledge" (1-16). Incidentally, in 
the examination ofthe Self conditioned by sleep, he discusses 
the question of creation and declares himself in favour of the 
theory that all creation is like unto dreams or magic (1-7). 

In the second chapter, entitled the Vaitathya Prakara.(1a, 
GauQapada exhibits the first step of Rescission of the 
A vasthiis. Availing himself of the identical epithets Saptiinga 
(seven-limbed) Ekonavimsati Mukhaha (having nineteen 
doors of knowledge) applied by the Sruti to the Self 
conditioned by waking or dream, he adduces Srutyanukiila
Tarka (reasoning in consonance with the spirit of the Sruti) 
to establish the identical nature of waking and dream in all 
respects (2-5 to 10), thus deducing the corollary that the Self 
is bound by neither ofthe two illusory states (2-12). He then 
proceeds to show how this line of reasoning compels us to 
conclude that the Self is really non-dual and on It are Super
imposed both the subjective and the objective phenomena 
encountered in either state. They are, in fact, the Atman 
Himself mis-conceived, very much like an imaginary serpent 
or a line of water super-imposed on a rope seen in the dark 
(2-17, 18). This leads him to the further conclusion that all 
distinctions - like those of creation and dissolution of the 
world, or of a soul bound by SaQ1sara, means employed for 
Liberation, or even the distinction of one seeking Liberation 
and another Liberated - are quite unreal from the Paramartha 
or the highest stand-point (2-32). In fact, says Gaugapada, all 
that is, whether within or without, is the Tattva or Reality 
alone. One who realizes this is himself the Reality and for 
ever revels in It. He can never slip down from Reality (2-38). 

The Advaita Prakara.(1a or the third chapter deals with 
the concept of the creation of individual souls and their 
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limiting conditions. Evidently, Gau<;lapada here intends to 

teach that the epithet 'Prabhaviipyayau Hi Bhiitiiniim"tr~ 

fu~ (the origin and dissolution of beings), as applied to 
Prajfia in the Sruti, should not be literally construed as 
implying an actual creation of souls who are actually to attain 
Brahman after practising meditation. While he does not deny 
the efficacy of Upasanas from the empiri~al standpoint for 
mediocre aspirants (3-16), he is anxious to hold up the ideal 
of the unborn Brahman, and therefore frankly dubs the 
Upasaka as narrow-minded (Krpal).a) since one who practises 
Upasana stays in the region of the 'born-Brahman (Jate 

Brahmal).i Vartate~~mfu3-1). The one importanttopic 
for discussion here, therefore, is creation. Some of his 
contemporaries evidently supposed that Brahman has really 
transformed Itself into the world of Jivas and other things and 
that there will be a real re-transformation of the world into 
Brahman again. This cannot be, since that would mean that 
the immortal Brahman becomes the mortalliva and that the 
mortal Jiva again becomes the immortal Brahman, an 
impossible tenet, since nothing can really change its nature 
on any account (3-21). The only conclusion, therefore, to be 
drawn from the accounts of creation taught in the Srutis, is 
that all origination is illusory from the highest point of view 
(3-24) and that the Srutis, which teach by illustration of 
'clay', 'iron', 'sparks' and the like, are only using a device 
to introduce the inquirer to the Intuition of the one Atman 
(3-15). The Upanishad, moreover, which again and again 
(Br., 3-9-26,4-2-4,4-4-22 and 4-5-15) repeats 'Sa Esha Neti 

Netyatma ~~~~' (This is the Atman who has been 
described a~ Not this, Not that'), thereby rescinding what
ever explanation it has offered, evidently aims at revealing 
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the transcendent unborn Brahman (3-26). 
It will thus be seen that Gauc;lapada explains all negations 

in the Sruti as an Apahnava or Rescission of Vikalpiis 
(ascriptions) from the transcendental point of view. He also 
refers incidentally to the Panchakosa Prakriya (3-11) and the 
Madhu-BrahmaJ)a (3-12) to illustrate this traditional method. 

Gauc;lapada teaches that the direct Intuition of the 

Highest Reality (AtmasatyiinubOdha ~1('qflf4lj.n'l3-32) or the 

Yoga of non-contact (AsparSayi5ga ~ 3-39) is meant 
only for the highest class of aspirants, while he recommends 
(3-40) what he calls Man6-Nigraha (the same as Nididhyasana, 
and the Dhyiinayi5ga of the Bhagavadgita) to less-developed 
souls. 

Gauc;lapada concludes that the highest Reality is that 
which changes never a bit. This is the gist of the chapter. The 
other details, given here being merely means to realize this, 
are only empirically real (3-48). 

The fourth chapter, called the Alma Santi begins with 
pointing out how the conflict of views held by the 
Vaiseshikas and the Sailkhyas (4-3, 4) as also by the 
Sarvastitva-Vadins among the Buddhists, on the one hand, 
and the Vijiianavadins, on the other, (4-24 to 27) indirectly 
points to this same Unborn Reality (4-28 to 71). 

It will be noted that" the author lays special emphasis 
throughout on the fact that Reality is 'Ajamanidram Asvapnam 

~ ~ (1-16, 3-36, 4-81), unborn, sleep-free and 
dream-free; that is to say, free from all changes, ignorance 
and mis-conception. This uniform formula sums up all 
Upanishadic teaching concerning the Absolute, according to 
Gauc;lapada, which he invariably brings home to the minds 
of his hearers by the one method of Adhyaropa-Apavada. 
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2. OTHER ANCIENT VEDANTINS OF THE TRADITION 

It is sometimes urged that GaU(;lapada and Sailkara are 
the two first Acharyas by whom a revolution in the 
Aupanishada thought was ushered in. Prof. T. R. V. Murthy, 
for instance, explains the nature of this revolution thus: 
"Advaitism is the conscious rejection of duality and 
difference as illusory. Brahman is established, not positively, 
but by the denial of duality." (CPB., p. 111). It would be 
perhaps more accurate to say that Brahman, being the Self 
of everyone, need not be established at ali; only the Super
impositions on It have to be discarded by the negation of all 
duality by the method of Adhyaropa-Apavada. Looked at 
from this viewpoint, it is obvious that this method is the very 
pith and marrow of the procedure in the Upanishads as we 
have already seen. The revolution in thought, if any, has to 
be ascribed to the Upanishad-~shis themselves rather than to 
Gaugapada and Sailkara. 

Col. Jacob, again, writes: "To me, therefore, it seems 
impossible to come to any other conclusion that the 
Visishtadvaita-Vada or some similar school were in posses
sion of the field in Sailkara's time, and that his own mind was 
so saturated with their doctrines as to be unable to shake them 
off even when propounding an antagonistic system (VSa., p. 
xx). This conjecture of Jacob's that Sailkara was propound
ing a new system of his own as against the prevailing one is 
based on the supposed inconsistency in Sailkara' s Bhashya 
of mixing up the terms Param Brahma, Aparam Brahma and 
iSwara in disregard of the distinction propounded by himself. 
I have already shown how this alleged inconsistency is 
purely fanciful. Apart from this fact, however, it could have 
been easily seen that Sailkara was no inventor of a system 
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of his own, since he had at least one predecessor in 
Gauc.lapada whose work had fore-shadowed almost all the 
essentials of the system. A glance, moreover, at the Siitra
Bhashya, wherein Sailkara refers to Vrttikaras1 of his 
tradition, either approving or suggesting improvements on 
their exegesis, would have been sufficient to convince the 
critic that Sailkara was only rehearsing the principles of a 
tradition already well-established. As I have already ex
plained (pp. 38, 48), references to the tradition, Sampradaya, 
are seen interspersed in the Bhashya on the Glta as well as 
on the Upanishads, no less than in the Siitra-Bhashya. Special 
mention may be made here of a reference to the so-called 
'Negative Method' in the Aitareya Bhashya (Introduction to 
the second chapter, p. 342), where the traditional story is 
recounted of a stupid man who could not understand the drift 
of the teaching that he was not a 'not-man' (Nasi Twam 
Amanushyaha). In any case, the three SlOkas quoted by 
Sailkara in his Bhashya at the end of the fourth Sutraprovide 
us with a clincher on this point : 

'ftolf"lt~I("14;:f)~ ~?I~tilf<;AI~ I 

€«~@I\'i4ltif"l(:ljqm~~~ ~II~II 

3F~tt6(m"'lfq~HI<'l j;jICfIl1411~4I(:"'I1: I 

~: ~ ~ ql':14<tfillf~qF"1(1: II~II 

~til\'i4!'1(:~ll~l~wrroffi~: I 

~ ~ w:nuj ~ 3lT 31I("'1f1!(i;j"iI<'lII~ II 

1. Thus the Vrittikiira referred to in the Anandamayadhikar3,Q.a is 

admittedly of this tradition. (Vide SB., 1-1-11 p. 39) ; so is the one 

referred to in SB., 3-2-21 who posits Brahman to be devoid of all 

differentiating features (Pratyastamitasheshaprapancham >ii'<Hijl'i1tiift 'Ill q"""1( 

SB., 3-2-21 p. 360). 
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The first of these SIiikiis refers to the so-called degrees 
of reality since it states that when the figurative self such as 
one's own son, and the unreal self such as one's body are 
sublated, the Intuition of Brahman accrues. It says, moreover, 
that after Knowledge has dawned, there cannot linger any 
more a sense of some duty to be discharged. The second verse 
states that the distinctions of knower and known prevails only 
so long as the Intuition of the Atman, sought after, has not 
arisen. But as soon as It is sought out, the knower himself 
becomes the Brahman 'free from the blemish of evil (i. e., 
good and bad actions) and the like'. This is as much as to say 
that the basic Super-imposition of regarding oneself as the 
knower is annulled by the Intuition of Brahman. The third 
and the last verse avers that the idea of Pramat;,las (means of 
proof) continues to be true so long as the real Self is not 
realized. In other words, Knowledge arising from under
standing the meaning of the teaching of the Sruti is the final 
PramaI).a that abolishes th.e reality of the distinctions of 
Pramal.la and Prameya (means and object of knowledge). 
Now, this is almost all that SaIikara's system propounds, and 
in the light of these verses, it can never be regarded as an 
innovation from the traditional Vedanta. 



SECTION SIX 

ANCIENT SYSTEMS DIVERGING FROM THE 

TRADITION OF SANKARA 

1. SYSTEMS ABOUT WHICH ONLY MEAGRE 

INFORMA nON IS AVAILABLE 

Side by side with the system recognizing the Vedantic 
method of Adhyaropa-Apavada, there were other systems 
interpreting the Upanishads in their own way. I have 
exhibited the most important of these in the fourth chapter 
of the present work so far as can be gathered from casual 
references in Sailkara's Bhashyas and Sureswara's Vartikas. 

These systems can be classified into two main groups. 
The first group comprises systems that dismiss all hopes of 
building any theory of Bondage and Freedom on the 
independent basis of the Upanishads. They firmly believe 
that the Karma-KaQ.Qa can show the way to the highest goal 
of human life, the Upanishads being subservient to the 
ritualistic portion in some way or other. There were two sub
schools among these devotees of the Karma-KaQ.Qa. The first 
school believed that the 'Svarga' offered as the fruit of Vedic 
rites performed is the only summum bonum, while the other 
maintained that even the Moksha or Atmanyeva Avasthanam 

·~lfI104cliq~I1"l (resting in one's own true Self), as taught by 
the Vedantins, can be secured through proper performance of 
the obligatory Karmas enjoined in the Vedas. (pp. 118-122)' I 

The second group recognizes the usefulness of the 
Upanishads also, but is aligned to the Karma-Kat:lQa insofar 
as it demands some form of Vedic injunction necessary to 

1. The pages referred to throughout this and the next section are of the 

Sanskrit work (Vedanta Prakriya Pratyabbijiia). 
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make any spiritual discipline efficient to bring about the 
desired end. The schooi demanding the conjunction of rituals 
and Upasanas (123-126) and the one insisting on the 
injunction of Up as ana as the main purport of the Sruti while 
admitting that Brahman is also indirectly revealed as an 
accessory to meditation (126-128), had a decided leaning 
towards Mimarp.sa and they had therefore to be contented 
with an eschatalogical Mukti. The school, which declared 
that the exhaustion of all desires in the Prajapati-Loka, was 
the only way open to oneself for Mukti (138), evidently 
placed Vedantic Knowledge beyond human reach. The 
Bhagavata school teaches that the aspirant is absorbed in 
Brahman after death and becomes one with It as a result of 
continued devotion throughout life (144-147). Ofthe schools 
which acceded to the admission of Freedom in the present 
life, we meet with several varieties : one that maintained that 
Knowledge of Brahman is enjoined in the Sruti (129), 
another which asserted that the seeker is commanded by the 
Sruti to dissolve by meditation all the distinctions and 
differences in empirical life to enable him to reach non
duality (133-137) ; a third which contended that the seeker 
is bidden to suppress the inherent impression of the three 
Avasthas (waking, dream and deep-sleep), and a fourth which 
supposed that the suppression of mental modifications is 
enjoined in the Srutis (143-144). There were two schools 
which thought that mere knowledge accruing from a study 
of the Srutis is not competent to bring an immediate Release. 
One of them said that the continued remembrance of the 
knowledge was enjoined as the real means to Mukti (142-
143). While the other, known as the Prasatikhyana school, 
supposed that the knowledge arising from the study of the 
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scripture should be repeatedly practised, with the aid of 
reasoning, for getting at the actual Intuition (130-133). This 
last school had a strange apprehension that ignorance of 
Atman even after once dispersed by Knowledge could revive 
and overpower even true Knowledge ! 

It will be noticed that all these systems are Advaitic in 
the sense that they hold the goal of life to ~ union with 
Brahman. 

2. BHART~-PRAPANCHA 

The last ancient school to be mentioned in this 
connection is that of Bhartr-Prapaiicha. It is a pity that a 
closer study of his system has not been made either by 
orthodox pUI:ldits or modem scholars, for he is the earliest 
representative of the Dvaita-Advaita school that we are so far 
acquainted with. I have therefore devoted a separate chapter 
for the discussion of his teachings. He appears to be a 
contemporary of SaiIkara, or at any rate, his system seems 
to have held the field in Vedanta at the time that SaiIkara 
began to write his Bhashya on the BrhadaraI:lyaka, for it is 
his views, more than those of any other, that are criticized 
almost at every step both by Sailkara and Sureswara. A more 
detailed study, perhaps, would be helpful to scholars in 
tracing the vicissitudes of that school down to our own times. 
The teaching of this Bhashyakara comes very near to that of 
SaiIkara in so much that he considers the relation of the 
individual soul and Brahman to be closer than what any other 
similar school has allowed. I have set forth in some detail the 
most important of Bhartr-Prapaficha's doctrines in order to 
assist the critical reader who would take up a comparative 
study. Brahman as the cause and the effect (149-152), the 
eight evolutionary stages of Brahman (152-153), the indi-
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vidual soul as a modification of Brahman (154-156), the Self 
as the seer (156-160), qualification for Brahma-Vidya (160-
163), examination of the three states of Conciousness (163-
172), Sakshatkara (direct vision) of Brahman and the two 
varieties of Liberation (172-173), the intennediate stage 
called 'Apavarga' of the soul betweep. Bondage and absolute 
Freedom (173-176), the conjunction of JiUina and Karma as 
a means to Moksha (181-182) - on all these points Bhartr
Prapaiicha holds doctrines peculiar to his own system and 
conspicuous by their absence anywhere else. 

3. CHARACTERISTICS OF PRE-SANKARA VEDANTA 

A study of the account of the pre-Sailkara schools as 
detailed in the present work will, I hope, give a general 
picture of the pre-Sailkara Vedanta. The reader will have 
noticed that the following are the common features that 
characterize these schools. 

(1) All the schools are Advaitic in the sense that they 
teach the ultimate identity of Jiva and Brahman. 

(2) All the schools rely on the authority of the Vedas and 
disclose a bias towards some Vedic injunction. 

(3) Rituals alone or combined with Upasana, or knowl
edge direct or a distilled form of it, or else a transformation 
of it into direct vision of Brahman, is invariably supposed to 
be enjoined by the Srutis as the means to Moksha. 

(4) Final Release is mostly eschatalogical. Even schools 
which allow that Atman is self-effulgent have recourse to 
some injunction or other, demanding the practice of some 
Sadhana, to remove the o~stacles to Jiiana. 

(5) Moksha being presumed to be a goal to be reached 
through sheer effort, Avidya has little or no place in any of 
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these schools of thought. Even schools'that recognize Avidya 
have a very hazy notion of it. 

It is clear that the schools did not take cognizance of the 
distinction between texts that aim at describing Brahman as 
It is and those that enjoin meditation of Brahman. They never 
suspected that the frequent negative description in which the 
Upanishads take delight, might possibly point to a method 
common to them all. Again, they did not attach sufficient 
importance to Srutis which teach the eternal identity of Jiva 
and Brahman and promise immediate Release simultaneous 
with the Knowledge of Brahman. As a consequence of this 
neglect, they could not realize that A vidya is the only 
hindrance to the attainment of the goal. They were not aware 
of the distinction between the Piirmiirthika view and the 
Vyavahiirika view - Siistradr~i and LOka~i - a distinction 
which could reconcile the transcendental unity of Reality 
with the empirical reality which admits of plurality within its 
fold. And above all, they either did not suspect the existence 
of, or deliberately disregarded, the minority ofthinkers who 
pointed out that the classical Upanishads uniformly employ 
a device called the Adhyaropa-Apavada Nyaya or the method 
of deliberate Super-imposition and Rescission, in order to 
bring the enquiring mind to the Intuition of Reality which is 
forever ineffable and supra-rational. 

The credit of formulating the above clear-cut distinction 
between the highly philosophical system of the traditional 
Vedanta and the theological systems with a realistic tinge 
belongs to Gauc;lapada, and the credit of having presented it 
in its perfect form in consonance with the Prasthanatraya 
belongs to Sailkara. 



SECTlON SEVEN 

POST-SANKARA SYSTEMS 

1. SYSTEMS INDEPENDENT OF SANKARA 
From chapter six onwards, the present work attempts to 

record the reaction of succeeding Vedantins to Sailkara's 
formulation of Advaita. Only two of these have tried to 
systematize the Upanishadic teaching independently, while 
all the others have written as professed followers ofSailkara. 
It is interesting to note that while neither of the founders of 
the two independent systems has any avowed followers in our 
own times, they have both powerfully influenced all subse
quent thinking, in so much that there has been almost no 
Vedantin who has not found it necessary to mould his 
thoughts in their pattern, or has not modified, revised or re
affirmed the traditional doctrines of his school even while 
opposing them. 

M~ANA 

MaQ.Qana, the first of these two, was an Advaitin who 
was perhaps a contemporary of Sailkara. In his magnum 
opus, the BrahmaSiddhi(Br. S., p. 34), he refers to Sailkara's 
doctrine almost in the latter's very words, that 'one who has 
realized his identity with Brahman as a result of Vedic 
teaching, can no more be subject to the ills of worldly life, 
and one who is subject to these has not evidently realized his 
identity with Brahman (SB., 1-1-4, p.23),. He then proceeds 
to propound his own doctrine that owing to impressions of 
wrong knowledge, which stay in the mind even after 
conviction of the non-dual nature of the Self, the soul may 
continu~ to be swayed by the irifluence of false appearances 
of duality, to blot out which the repeated practice of right 
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knowledge is necessary. Simultaneous practice of sacrifice, 
gift and austerity as laid down in the Srutis, precipitates the 
strengthening of his right impressions. Moreover, according 
to Mal.:u;iana, knowledge obtained through Sruti is only 
indirect and therefore cannot remove the actual experience 
of differences and therefore meditation (Nididhyasana) or 
continued repetition of scriptural knowledge is needed to 
bring on the direct Realization of A.tman as He is. (Br. S., 
pp. 35 and 134). 

The reader will see that Mal)c;iana has ignored the 
fundamental nature ofUpanishadic teaching. The texts, as we 
have learnt from Sailkara, do not teach us the nature of Atman 
in the same way as a treatise on geography on studying which 
we necessarily have to travel and see for ourselves the nature 
of an island about which we seek information. They merely 
help us to shake off our misconceptions, or rather wrong 
ascriptions, by negativing them and reminding us of a self
existing and self-effulgent Brahman which is eternally 
identical with our own Self. There can be therefore no 
question of denying or doubting, much less of any attempt 
at reaching or realizing, that Brahman after one has achieved 
the Intuition of his Brahmic nature. How are we to account 
for this persistence ofMal)c;iana in holding to the pre-Sailkara 
view of the necessity of Realization even after scriptural 
knowledge has been attained? Was he not aware of the 
traditional method? Not quite that, for he once mentions it 
by name and dismisses it as though it belonged to some other 
school of Advaita ('TathaAparaihi, Adhyaropapavadabhyam, 

Nishprapaiicham Prapaiichyate (f~~: 3lallilqlqqIGI~~ 

~ )' 'So say others'. Evidently, he could not appreciate 
the highly philosophic value of this method, for he never 
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alludes to it again in all his work. Indeed, some of the 
principal dogmas of his school may be even supposed to be 
in opposition to the spirit ofthis Nyaya. I shall try to illustrate 
this point by citing a few of them. 

1. MaQ.<;iana is considerably exercised over the determi
nation of the nature, status, locus and distinctions of Avidya; 
that it is oftwo varieties, non-apprehension (AgrahaQ.am) and 
mis-apprehension (Viparyaya-GrahaQ.am); that it is located in 
the Jlvas and not in Brahman; that the very birth of 
Knowledge is its destruction and that, though beginningless 
and natural, it can be destroyed by Vidya. These and other 
contentions, he takes immense pains to prove analogically 
and on the strength of the Srutis (Br. S., pp. 8, 11, 12, 13, 
14, 20, 22, 32, 78, 121): 

All this dialectic gymnastic could have been very well 
spared, had he only accepted SaIikara's indisputable defini
tion of Avidya as the mutual Super-imposition of the Self and 
the not-Self, for then he could have seen that Avidya, being 
the fundamental fault and the very condition that induces one 
to look upon oneself as a thinker prompted to detennine the 
nature of things, it must perforce be itself outside the purview 
of all determinate views. Indeed, one is already under the 
clutches of A vidya even before he starts to determine its 
status. Most probably, MaQ.<;iana thought that he could steer 
clear of SaIikara's formulati<?n of Avidya as Adhyasa by 
adopting the nomenclature accepted by Gau<;iapada, who 
divides it into Kiirapa-A vidya and Klirya-Avidya (Br. S., p. 
150); but he does not seem to have discerned that the latter 
Acharya meant that both these varieties of Avidya are the 
objects of the Witnessing Consciousness whose light falls 
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upon them quite unaffected by either. Ma1).Qana's critical 
acumen seems to fail him when he argues that A vidya and 
Jiva belong to a beginningless series like that of seeds and 
sprouts and that the A vidya of each preceding Jiva is 
responsible for the succeeding false imagination which 
presents the next Jiva in a series. For, if Avidya be a term 
of a beginningless series of livas and Avidyas, it ceases to 
be Avidya in the genuine sense of the word, since it cannot 
account for the appearance of time, its own substrate. 

2. Neglect of the principle that the fundamental Super
imposition or Avidya is a pre-supposition in the field where 
Prama1).as or logical canons obtain, compels Ma1).Qana to take 
refuge in the MimaIp.sa dictum that the Vedas are eternal and 
not the production of any person. When he argues that on this 
score they naturally carry a stronger validity than perception 
and other Prama1).as which on the strength of the Sruti it
self(!) may be inferred to be tainted with the impression of 
Avidya, he has to suppose further that this inferred impres
sion of Avidya, being stable, does not affect the efficiency 
of perception and other canons as means of empirical know
ledge. Recognition of the principle of Antya-Prama1).am - the 
nature of Sruti being the ultimate Pramil1).a which sublates all 
distinctions of means and objects of knowledge, as explained 
on a previous occasion, might have stood Ma1).Qana in good 
stead here, for it would have saved him the invoking of the 
un-philosophic postulate that Prama1).ils can be mutually · 
opposed. The lengthy criticism of the concept of' difference' 
undertaken in the second chapter could have been altogether 
dispensed with if only, in the empirical field, Pramil1).as were 
recognized as never in conflict with one another. 
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3. MaQ.Qana's anxiety to establish the validity of the 
Sruti is responsible for his far- fetched justification of its 

_ efficiency to teach the nature of Brahman. In the face of an 
express statement by the Sruti itself, that neither words nor 
the mind can objectify Brahman, he argues that "a word in 
the Veda, whose meaning we know through other sources, 
placed in collocation with other words denoting certain 
characteristics of Brahman, can and does denote Brahman 
and by that means a passage can and does convey a peculiar 
trait of Brahman not ascertainable through any other means 
of knowledge. Thus, for instance, the cause in general or 
being in general which we know through perception or other 
means, may become the object of the Sruti passage 'YaW Va 

~ en' (Tai., 3-1); or 'AsthUlam Anal)u ~' (Br.) in a 
special form by reason of its being related to or differentiated 
from things known through other words. Or else Brahman 
being really the object of every concept, for the reason that 
there is nothing else than Brahman to be known," says 
Ma~<;iana, "the Sruti only negatives the manifold. Both the 
manifold and negation being knowables, their mutual con
nection in the Sruti can very well convey the absence of the 
world of differences (Br. S., p. 157)." It is obvious that the 
recognition of the principle that the concept ofPramaQ,a itself 
lies within the sphere of Avidya, and Brahman in Itself, 
though indeterminate, is forever Intuited by each one of us 
as ollrself, could have saved him all this needless exegetical 
feat. 

4. In discussing the immediate effect of Brahmajnana, 
MaQ.<;iana remarks that the knower would attain Release 
immediately after he shuffles off his mortal coil. This 
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departure from the body would be, sooner or later, according 
to the rigour of one's Karma to be exhausted. According to 
this philosopher, there are two alternatives which we may 
predicate of a person who lives on for some time after he has 
acquired the Knowledge of Brahman. Either he is yet 
practising the meditation needful for the complete Realiza
tion, which becomes perfected at the time of death, or else, 
he is really a perfect soul whose dealings in life - even while 
they appear to be just like those of the ignorant - have this 
point of difference that the wise one is not obsessed with the 
idea of their reality (Br. S., 131-132). 

This pathetically realistic description of one who has 
realized the truth betrays a woeful disregard of the two 
standpoints of view which a student of the Upanishads has 
constantly to bear in mind. For, from the transcendental point 
of view, there is no body, mind or senses limiting anyone, 
since all distinctions are nought, the only Reality being 
Brahman, or Atman. From the empirical view, the Jiia:ni is 
only one among other egos, while he is a miracle in the eyes 
of seekers of Knowledge. The experience of the Sthitaprajiia 
described in the Glta: can never be exactly defmed in 
empirical terms. From the transcendental point of view, there 
is no question of the Jiiani leaving behind him the body or 
an independent objective world, for it never existed for him. 
The idea that he deals with other egos and that the world goes 
on even after his departure is true enough empirically, but it 
can never affect Reality as It is. 

The account given here of Ma:Q.Qana's school will be 
enough to show the difference between the traditional method 
of V edanta exhibited by SaIikara and the method or methods 
employed by the post-SaIikaras, for, Ma:Q.Qana's method may 
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be taken to be typical of all. Profession of the authority of 
scriptures and quoting them with interpretations so as to suit 
one's own dogmatic views is the unifonn line adopted 
throughout. For fear of prolixity, I refer the reader to the 
Sanskrit original for details. 

BHASKARA 

Bhaskaracharya is the only other teacher who has struck 
out a new path of his own in interpreting Vedanta. Although 
his complete works are not available, his SUtra-Bhashya, 
which has been printed, is quite sufficient for the purpose of 
assessing his views and method. 

While his school belongs to the Bheda-Abheda school 
of Vedanta, it differes from that of Bhartr-Prapaficha in so 
many respects that one is tempted to surmise that he belongs 
to some other ancient branch of the school which has left no 
record behind as to its career. His system has been examined 
in the body of the present work (pp. 337-393) at some length. 
The chief value of his system lies in his pungent criticisms 
of the later interpretations of Sailkara's Advaita as repre
sented by the author of the Pafichapadika and the legacy of 
doctrines that he has left to the succeeding opponents of 
Sailkara's Advaita. We shall have occasion to consider his 
system again while discussing the Vaishnava-Vedanta sys
tems in the second volume. 

2. SANKARA'S FOLLOWERS 

(1) SURESWARA 

Interpreters of SaIi.kara have to be divided into two main 
groups, the first of which has Sureswara as its main 
representative. It is perhaps an irony of fate that the study of 
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Sureswara's extant works, invaluable guides as they are for 
a clear grasp of the fundamentals of Vedanta, has become 
almost obsolete, except for the lip-homage evinced by 
modern Vedantins in the shape of a sprinkling of a few well
known quotations from the Vartikas, mostly in service of 
their respective views foisted on that great Acharya. I have, 
therefore, devoted a considerable portion of the present work 
(pp. 210-276) to a discussion of his important views. 

Sureswara's Vartika is aptly called by that name, for it 
answers to the lexicographical description of the title in all 

respects (Ukta-Anukta-Durukta-Chinta 3'd>lj'd>S(l'd>F·'HII), since 
the author especially in his BrhadaraI)yaka Vartika not only 
clarifies and amplifies all that has been said in the Bhashya 
but very frequently states his personal views regarding the 
subject-matter as well as the manner of interpretation. The 
critical student will therefore be greatly profited by a careful 
and diligent study of his thought-stimulating work. 

The essential teachings ofSureswara concerning Vedanta 
are identical with those of Satikara. I shall therefore state very 
briefly what has been given at greater length in the body of 
the present work. Atman is of the nature of Pure Intuition 

itself and therefore (Anubhavamatratmakatvat 3lJijq"iI?lIti1CfifCl Ill) 

needs no means of right knowledge to establish his nature. 
He is in fact the prius and the source from which the knower 
and the means of knowing as well as the objects of knowledge 
derive their breath (Nai. 1-89, Br. V., 1-4-874). Strictly 
speaking, Sruti is the one Pramal).a and the Atman the only 
Prameya. There is really one A vidya or Ajiiana (ignorance) 
which obscures the true nature of Atman, the only unknown. 
The knowledge ordinarily regarded as reSUlting from the 
application of Pratyaksha and other PtamatmS, is itself the 
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object to be known according to Vedanta (SVa., 159).t The 
manifold world is only an appearance, as Gaugapada has 
rightly remarked, of the unknown Atman in the same way as 
the snake, line of water etc., are all mere illusory appearances 
imagined in the rope (Bf. V. 2-1-2). Hence the Veda is 
Pramfu;la, not because it is the Veda but because of the 
absence of all factors which might be suspected to vitiate the 
validity of the knowledge arising from it (Br. V, 2-4-325). 

In texts like 'That thou art' , the collocation or opposition 
of the two words 'that' and 'thou', the mutual relation of the 
qualifier and the qualified between the entities denoted by 
these words and the consequent cancellation ofthe seemingly 
contradictory implications such as the individual self being 
miserable and Brahman being something to be known 
mediately - these are the successive stages of the psychologi
cal process culminating in the revelation of the absolute 
identity of the two entities indicated by the two words. The 
Intuition being transcendental, and Brahman being of the 
nature of Pure Consciousnes3 which is our very Self, there 
is no need of any extraneous means of right Knowledge (para 
116). 

I have examined the several sub-varieties or modes of 
the Vedantic method - as applied to causality, the five Kosas, 
the knower and the known, the three. states of Consciousness 
etc., - at great length (paras 118 to 122) to show how 
Sureswara closely follows in the footsteps of Sailkara in 
almost all details in this respect. As regards one or two points 
in partiCUlar, SureSwara appears at first sight to be quite 
independent. In the first place, his division of A vidya into 

1. The abbreviation SVa., stands for Sambandha Vlirtika on the 

Bfhadiiral.lyaka. 
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absence of knowledge and wrong knowledge, is liable to be 
mistaken for a similar division adopted by Mal)Qana, while 
his emphasis on the former only as A vidya proper, is likely 
to mislead one to think that he breaks otT his fidelity to his 
master in this respect. But this divergence is more apparent 
than real, for Sureswara, unlike Mal)Qana, takes care to lay 
special stress on the distinction between empirical ignorance 
and this beginning less ignorance of Brahman by insisting that 
it is 'Anubhavavedya' or Intuited, and 'Avicharasiddha' 
appearing only in the state of non-discrimination and that it 
never exists from the highest standpoint. He quotes the 

GauQapada's Karika 'Aniscita Yatha Rajjuhu ~ ~ 

~:' (Just like a rope un-ascertained as such etc., G. K., 2-
17)1 again and again. This Karika, the reader will remember, 
avers that all empirical world is a Super-imposition on Atman 
like the snake etc., which are super-imposed upon a rope not 
ascertained to be such. He never troubles himself like 
Mal)Qana with the unphilosophical question: 'To whom does 
A vidya pertain? Is it Brahman or Jlva that is ignorant l' No 
doubt he once admits that ignorance can belong only to a 
conscious being (Nai. III) but that is only to repudiate the 
suggestion that even insentient things can be 'un-conscious' 
or 'un-known' as is vulgarly' imagined. As for Mal)Qana' s 
contention that ignorance cannot be possibly supposed to 
reside in Brahman who is all-Knowledge, SureSwara rebuts 
it by remarking that this objection can be raised neither by 
one who is ignorant of the nature of Brahman since he does 
not know that he is ignorant, nor by the enlightened one, since 
from his view-point ignorance never exists (Nai. 111-116). 

1. Gaudapada's Kliriklis on the MiU;tQukya. 
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310: ~s~sfclEns~ cftf~ I 

~CiT~CiT~~: II 
"In fact, one can never know ignorance as belonging to 

anyone, neither determine its nature nor conceive how it can 
possibly be at all; for it is essentially of the nature of Pure 
Intuition itself' (Sambandha Vartika, 184). 

I have discussed this question more fully in the body of 
the work, and shown how the distinction of Karal)avidya and 
Karyavidya itself presupposes the basic Adhyasa and how 
Sureswara also admits this (p. 223) indirectly. We have 
therefore to conclude that insetting his face against 
MithyajiUina (wrong knowledge) as Avidya, Sureswara was 
only thinking of 'mis-conception' upheld by the Mlmal11sa 
and other schools and not of the Adhyasa advocated by 
Sailkara. 

It is sometimes urged that Sureswara actually argues 
against the two kinds of nescience recognized by Mal).Qana. 
While it is true, as I have already explained, that the 
Vartikakara lays emphasis on ignorance as non-apprehension 
as contrasted with mis-apprehension, I think that he is not 
particularly against giving false knowledge also its own place 
as A vidya. He only means to say tl:1at, but for the ignorance 
of the negative type, there could be no false knowledge at all, 
since it is by reason of our not knowing a thing as it is, that 
we mistake it for something else. 

_ ~ fl1V01I~l1fi4ft1 ftfcfitr. I 

_'fiR1JTmf~~: II <f. CiT. ~-¥-n~l 

Here both doubt and false knowledge are declared to be 
the effect of ignorance properly so called. 

It is, however, necessary to repeat that, speaking from 
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a higher point of view, Sureswara holds that Alman is the 
only unknown entity and it is therefore wrong to speak of the 
not-self as either known or unknown (para 114) since it is 
nothing but the display of A vidya and therefore nothing but 
Avidya (Tai. V., 2-178, 179). In this sense, therefore, there 
is only one Avidya. It is from this standpoint too, that he 
vehemently argues (para 113) against the unwarranted 
distinction made by the Prasailkhyanavadins, between the 
adventitious ignorance of empirical objects which can be 
obliterated for ever by true Knowledge, and the inherent 
ignorance enveloping Atman, which they feared to be likely 
to crop up again even after its destruction by Knowledge. 

The other point of seeming difference between Sailkara 
and SureSwara is with regard to Nididhyasana. While 
SaIikara takes it as a means to be practised for the attainment 
of Realization, Sureswara thinks that it is the resulting 
Intuition itself, since it is paraphrased in the Sruti by the word 
Vijiial!a. Notwithstanding this conflict of opinions in exege
sis, there is no divergence between the two teachers about the 
final teaching, since even Sureswara admits that meditation 
is also a means of Realization. The reader is referred to the 
body of the work (para 125) for further details bearing on this 
reconciliation. 

On the whole, Sureswara remains a staunch advocate of 
SaIikara's tradition, supplementing his teachings with argu
ments based on the Sruti invariably appealing to universal 
Intuition and defending his position against all un-Vedantic 
encroachments. 

(2) PADMAPADA 

An important innovation : in' Sailkara's system was 
introduced by the fragment of a commentary on his Sanraka-
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Bhashya. This commentary called the 'Pafichapadika', liter
ally a treatise explaining the first five Padas of the Siitras, 
actually ends with the gloss on the fourth Siitra. Tradition 
uniformly ascribes the work to Padmapada, the reputed 
immediate disciple of Sailkara, but neither the author nor his 
glossators afford any clue enabling us either to fix the identity 
ofthe writer or to explain the incomplete nature of the work. 

The author, whoever he was, boldly sets forward with 
the doctrine of those whom Malfgana calls 'A vidyopa
danabhedavadinaha' (Br. S., p. 10) or· the ancient school of 
Vedantins who taught that all empirical phenomena are the 
effect of A vidya, the primordial material cause. He believes 
that SaIikara belongs to that school and accordingly in his 
interpretations of the Bhashya, gives an altogether new tum 
to the arguments put forth by SaIikara. The most famous of 
such forced interpretations is his explanation of the very first 
sentence of the Bhashya, wherein we find the following 
clause. 

fl1~ql~Hf1P'l'd: ~ fl1~ ~ ~ ~s"li 

ctlCfl~cH~I<: II 

"It is a natural procedure on the part of men due to 
wrong knowledge to mix up the real and the unreal and to 
think 'I am this', 'This is mine'. This commentator, however, 
stretches the meaning of the word Mithyiijiiana to mean 
something which squares with the creed peculiar to his own 
school :-

fl1t41~Hf1f4*1: ~ I fl1~""lIT ~ ~ ~ fl1~ 'fl1~""lIT' ~ 

~f1<f:q;flqdl ~ I ~~~ ~:. ~Hq1~IB;j)ajal 

~:~~~:II 

"The compound word 'Mithyajfiana' is made up of the 
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words 'Mithya' and 'Ajiiana'. Mithya means Anirvacaniya 
and 'Ajiiana' means the insentient potentiality of Avidya, as 
opposed to Jiiana or sentiency. Adhyasa has this Avidyasakti 
for its 'Nimitta' i.e., Upadana or material cause. This is the 
meaning. " (PP., p. 4). 

Comment is needless. 
Further on, the author enumerates a number of terms as 

synonymous; Nama-Riipa (name and form), Avyalq1am 
(undifferentiated state), Avidya (nescience), Maya (false 
appearance), Pralqtihi (original cause), Agrahat;lam (non
apprehension), A vyaktam (unmanifested), Tamaha (dark
ness), Karat;lam (cause), Layaha (dissolution), Saktihi (po
tency), Mahasuptihi (the long sleep or dream), Nidra (sleep), 
Aksharam (imperishable), Akasam (ether)" It is clear that the 
word A vidya which, derived as it is from the root Vid - to 
know, can primarily express only something epistemic, is 
here requisitioned to denote a causative something. Most of 
its synonyms here shown, indeed, are uniformly used by 
Vedantins for the subtle state of the manifested world. And 
Satikara not only never mixes up this A vyalq1a or Maya with 
A vidya, as is here done, but expressly says that it is really 
a figment of A vidya. 

Witness the following passage :-

~~ 3WI1~ ~qlfqali.flwqct ~ ~"4I>iF14~;ft~ 

e~IUlq3ij"l~i\ij~~JHwpw:rr,m:,Wiifu:-~'if~1I 

"Name and form imagined by Avidya as though they 
were identical with the omniscient Isvara, but difficult to 
define either as identical with or different from Him, are the 
seed of the manifold world of mundane existence. They are 
called in the Sruti and the Smrti the 'Maya', 'power' of the 
omniscient Isvara and 'Pralq1i' ." (SB., 2-1-14, p. 201). 
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It is evident that the author is bent upon interpreting 
Sailkara's system which aims at showing that in Vyavahara 
all views of Reality as conceived by the human mind are due 
to A vidya, in the light ofhi~,.own pet doctrine that all Adhyasa 
is an evolution of the causative seed called by him 'A vidyii'. 
Accordingly he writes : 
~ ~ ~'Iffif ~'-"li ;;flq~lqlf<Cf;1 

fq~ICf;4'iq !OI~I~h:q;I(F.q3lf\1fu: ~ j;jCf;I~II'iijIG'1fq~ q4%IF"lI31,€"qfWfd: 

~II 

"This beginningless Avidya obstructs the shining forth 
of the inherent nature of Consciousness as being one with 

, Brahman and brings on to It the state of Jiva. It is the canvas 
on which is painted the impression of knowledge, action and 
past experience, 1 and abides in deep sleep in the only form 
of Acchiidana envelopement covering the light of conscious
ness and the subtle form of Vikshepa or projection of false 
appearances." (PP., p. 20). 

And what is the warrant for the assumption of this 
A vidya? The Paficapadika replies: "This Avidyasakti should 
necessarily be assumed to reside in external and internal 
things (the individual selves and the external objects), as 
being attached to their very essential being, for otherwise no 
false thing could appear. And it does not obstruct the nature 
of inert things from appearing forth, for their being not 
apprehended can be the result of the absence of a means of 
their knowledge and also because the nature of a thing like 

1. The original as found in the printed books has the variant reading 

'Avidya-Karma-Piin).aprajiiii' and this is endorsed by the sub-commen

tary the Vivarava. Actually, however, this phrase is a reference to the 

Brbadarat).yaka (4-4-2) where we read 'Vidya-KarmaJ).i Samanvarabhete 

Piirvaprajiiii Cha'. 
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the shell can be known both before and after the sublation 
of the appearance of false silver, notwithstanding the 
existance of A vidya throughout. Hence A vidya is only 
responsible for the appearance of an objective thing in 
another fonn. But in the case of the inner Self, which is of 
the nature of Consciousness and hence self-luminous Its 
being not known to be Brahman cannot be accounted for in 
any other way and hence Its not being known as such is due 
solely to the natural A vidya which inheres in It. Hence it 
obstructs the shining forth of the Brahmic nature in the 
internal Conscious Self and becomes the occasion ofIts false 
appearance as the ego etc., and in deep sleep and other similar 
states it stays in the shape of merely the subtle form of the 
ego etc., and resumes its shape again." (PP., pp. 4, 5). 

The above long passage is enough to convince the reader 
that the author of the Pafichapadika is eager to show that 
according to Sankara, A vidya is an ontological, rather than 
an epistemic, principle, accounting for the false appearance 
of the empirical world. Accordingly, he twists even the 
definition of adhyasa or Super-imposition and interprets it as 
though it described something super-imposed, rather than the 
mental process of super-imposing. He is aware, however, that 
Sankara later ~n explains himself in unmistakable terms 

'Adhyaso Nama Atasmin Tadbuddhihi Iti Avochama ~ 

1f11~dGf~f{C'llcfi:q14 '. We have already said that 'Adhyasa, 
Super-imposition, means mistaking something to be-what it 
is not.' He therefore, hastens to add 'Arthat Tadvishayasyapi 

AvabhasasyaIdameva LakshaI).am Uktam ~~(1fG:i'PH41'4qlmH4 

~ ~~ ~ (Perforce, this may also be taken as the 
definition ofthe knowledge of such an object). That is to say, 
according to this explanation, Sankara is not primarily 
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thinking of an inherent error that assails the human mind, but 
only of something objective falsely appearing in place of 
another! 

It is needless to multiply instances of text-torturing to 
force one's own meaning into Sailkara's words so as to fit 
in with this theory of Avidya, not a trace of which is to be 
found in all that teacher's classical works. Needless to say 
that it is a travesty of MaQ.Qana's terminology to describe this 
hypothetical A vidya as Anirvachanlya, and no more than a 
make-believe of a commentary on Sailkara to say that this is 
what that great Vedantin meant to place before us in his 
famous introduction to the SUtras, as the source of all ills to 
be destroyed by the Knowledge of the one Atman. 

The Pafichapadika is glaringly divergent from Sailkara's 
system in its description of A vidya on at least three 
fundamental points : 

1. Sailkara appeals to reason based upon universal 
Intuition when he says that neither thinking nor action is 
possible without the basic Super-imposition of Adhyasa or 
Avidya and thence deduces the corollary that all Pramfu;las 
pre-suppose this A vidya before they function. The 
Pafichapadika, on the other hand, appeals to a logical 
necessity which is supposed to compel us to believe that a 
certain force, or principle called 'Avidya-Sakti' is inherent 
in all things internal or external - that is to say in thinking 
subjects and the objects of thought - and tries to prove this 
by means of Pramal)as (PP., pp. 4, 5, 14). 

2. Sailkara wants to show how all the ills ofSal11sara are 
due to the fundamental Super-imposition otherwise called 
A vidya and hence that right Knowledge alone of the one 
Atman who is the sole Reality, can effectively remove 
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Avidya. The commentary, on the other hand, holds that 
causal Avidya is to be postulated to rest in Jiva (Arthat Jive 
Brahma SvaIiipaprakasacchadika Avidya Kalpyate) covering 
its Brahmic nature. And later on, inconsistently enough, 
identifies Avidya with Adhyasa (PP., p. 30) most probably 
because Knowledge cannot be rightly held to remove 
anything objective directly. 

3. Sankara refers to various theories of Adhyasa just to 
show how all are ultimately agreed that something is 
mistaken for something else and cites two common examples 
of illusion which illustrate what he means. The Paiichapadika, 
however, enters upon a tediously long discussion to refute all 
views other than the theory of Anirvachaniya-Khyati which 
is elaborated at great length, never invoking the support of 
the Bhashya for any of the opinions advanced in that 
connection (PP., pp. 7-9). This wild-goose chase was 
necessitated perhaps by the predilection of the commentator 
for the objective view of Adhyasa (Arthadhyasa) already 
referred to. He insists that • Ahailkaradhyasa' is the effect of 
the postulated material cause A vidyaSakti, in defiance of 
SaIikara's express statement, at the very commencement of 
the Introduction, that the notions of 'me' and 'mine', are the 
result of the basic Super-imposition 'Adhyasya Itaretara
vivekena Mithyajiiananimittaha ..... Aham Idam Mama Idam 

- Iti Naisargikoyam Loka-Vyavaharaha ~ $ti"U1<lfq~&i'1 

fi::Jtljj4lHf1Phf: •... '~~' ~~s<i ctlCfloqq~I{:' (para 

137). 
The above tenet not only militated against the express 

statement of SaIikara that 'the natural Adhyasa, the nature of 
a false notion, has no assignable limit prior or posterior 
(Ayam Anadirananto Naisargikodhyaso Mithya-PratyarUpaha 
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3i441If<F\::d\ ~s~ fi:lt~:) but also added another 
weak link to the chain of dogmatics required to support it, 
for the fact that a Knower of Brahman continues to exhibit 
the knot of egoity (Ahankara-Granthi) had to be justified by 
the assumption that this A vidya, even after its destruction by 
Vidya, continues owing to Saqlskara, to produce the knot in 
question very much like fear which continues to produce 
trembling etc., even after one's error of mistaking a rope for 
a snake is over (PP., p. 40). This unhappy alliance with 
MaJ)cJana brought on more un-philosophic positions in its 
train (para 15). 

Max-Muller's observations regarding Avidya deserve to 
be reproduced here in this connection. 

• 'No wonder that with all these ambiguities about the 
phenomenally real and the really real, different schools even 
in India should have differed in their views about Avidya, and 
that European scholars also should have failed to form a clear 
idea of that creative nescience of which we can neither say 
that it is or that it is not. A vidya, like all other words, has 
had a history. In the Upanishads it is often used in the simple 
sense of ignorance, and opposed to Vidya. Both are in that 
sense simply subjective ..... In some of the later Upanishads 
this nescience or Ignorance assumes a more independent 
character and even a new name viz. Maya. It is thus no longer 
the nescience of the individual, but the result of that universal 
Nescience, which is the cause of what we should call the 
phenomenal world. Thus we read in the Swet. Up., (IV, 10), 
'Know Pralqti (nature) as Maya (magic), and the great Lord 
as Mayin (magician)'. Though. this is not pure Vedanta, it 
shows us, at all events, the way by which ignorance of the 
individual became the cause of what we call objective reality. 
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and led, at the same time, to the admission of an active and 
creative Lord, the personal Brahma or Isvara, how A vidya 
in fact became a Sakti or potentia, somehow or other related 
to Brahman Itself." (SS., pp. 211-213). 

These observations require modification at least in one 
respect. No Upanishad quoted by Sankara has treated A vidya 
and Maya as identical and no Vedantin is seen interchanging 
the two terms tin we come down to the time of MaJ;lQana who 
says (Br. S., p. 9) that Avidya is also called 'Maya' and 
'Mithyavabhasa' (false appearance or knowledge). It was the 
author ofthe Paiichapadika, however, who called the Prakrti 
or the seed form of names and forms which make up the 
world by the names' A vidya' and 'Ajiiana' and proclaimed 
it to be the material cause of Adhyasa, for the first time, so 
far as we know. There is reason to believe that this cult of 
objective Avidya was older than Mal)Qana, who quotes (Br. 
S., p. 10), a statement not to be found in th~ Paiichapadika. 
In any case, the Paiichapadika is the first work in which a 
sustained effort is made to argue that this school has the 
hearty support of Sailkara. 

3. VACHASPATI MISRA 

Bhaskaracharya's attack on Sailkara's system as modi
fied by the Paiichapadika, naturally evoked a strong reaction 
from the exponents of the A vidya-Maya doctrine. The first 
of such defenders of Sailkara, was Vachaspati, whose sub
commentary the Bhamatlinaugurates a version of Sankara' s 
system widely different from the one presented by the 
Paiichapadika; for instead of staking his all on the objective 
Avidya, he tries to graft Mal)<;!ana's views on Sailkara's 
system insofar as that is feasible, but indirectly accedes to the 
opinion of the objective-avidya school while keeping his 
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fidelity to Sankara's Adhyasa doctrine al~. In fact, this 
Misra's Advaita is an amalgam of the thoughts of all the three 
systems. 

Thus he walks close on the heels of Ma~l(;lana insofar as 
the latter's system postulates two Avidyas - cause and effect 
- both declared to be Anirvachaniya (para 182). In almost all 
instances of his defence of Sailkara against the attacks of 
Bhaskaracharya, we find that the Anirvacaniyavada is the one 
handy weapon un-sheathed to repulse the opponent. The 
question of the locus of Avidya also is solved after the 
manner of MaQ-<;!ana (para 186). 

He incorporates MaQ-<;!ana's modified PrasaIikhyana 
theory too, but he rejects (VB., 1-1-1) the latter's Samucchaya
vada or doctrine of conjoined practice of both Knowledge 
and works as too palpably against Sankara' s un-compromis
ing position. 

On the other hand, he leans towards the objective
avidya theory when he declares (VB., 1-3-30, p. 333) that at 
the time of absolute dissolution (,Mahapralaya-Samaye') the 
mind and other phenomena are dissolved in their cause the 
Anirvachyavidya(SvakaraQ-eAnirvachya-AvidyayamLinaha 

~ ;,jP1CjfiilliFq~l~i 'ffi";:rr:} and abide there in a subtle potential 
form along with the impressions of A vidya which are the 
tendencies to the projection of actions (SUkshmeQ-a SaktiriipeQ.a 
Karmavikshepakavidyavasanabhihi Saha A vatishthanta Eva '. 

~~ ~ ctilffq~ QCfliFcH!JIClIB'1IN: W ~~) and even 

elaborates that theory by an additional doctrine of his own 
that there are as many Avidyas as there are individual selves I 
'(para 187), whence according to him it follows that only that 

1. Prof. Dasgupta refers to GUJ;laratna's Tarka-Rahasya Dipika, where 
that author mentions two schools of Sfuikhya, the Maulikya (original) 
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person's A vidya is destroyed who has realized his true nature, 
and not of others, since there is no opposition between the 
Vidya that has dawned to one and the A vidyas which belong 
to other souls. That Vachaspati Misra wholly aligns with the 
objective-avidya-Vadins in this respect, is placed beyond all 
doubt by this statement : 'The singular number is only used 
by courtesy for Avyakta or Avyalqta, simply because all 
A vidya-Saktis are one as A vidya". (' AvidyatvamatreI.1a Cha 
Eka-Tvopacharah A vya-ktam Iti Cha A vyalqtam Iti Cha 

3lFCfal~41~ol "if \(<ti~'jq:ql<: '~' ~"if '~' ~"if II) VB., 
p.378. 

At the same time he manages to find an egress out of 
the maze ofthe doctrine of objective-avidya, since he agrees 
with Sailkara that Adhyasa is the only A vidya (pratyagatmani 
Anatmadhyasa Eva Anarthahetuhu, Na Puna Rajatadivibhrama 

Iti Sa Eva Avidya Sl('q'lifl"l"'411(ii1~~ ~:, -;ry.rr~'IJlfl 

~~~aWrnTVB. 1-1-1, p. 40) and can write without any 
qualm of conscience in Sankara's very words that the 
differentiated (Vyakrta) and the undifferentiated (A vyalqta) 
names and forms constituting the world are both figments of 
Avidya. 

3lpljal<tiWqd~ TI ~~ ~~ 0lII,!H1iOllI 'tH1Ir41I 

~'414F'14:q;f141 qF<OIl4IFe:BCfOllqtl<l{4e:~ ~ ~ I -;r "if 

~~~~ II (<n. 'qT. ~-~-~ .... , -qy. w .... ). 

and the Uttara (later). "Of these the doctrine of Maulikya Sailkhyas is 

said to be that which believed that there was a separate Pradhiina for each 

Atman (Maulikya SiiIikhya hi Atmiinam AtInanam Prati Prithak 

Pradhanam Vadanti)" (HIP. Vol I, 217). Vachaspati MiSra does not seem 

to have been aware of this fact, for he claims that 'unlike the Sailkhyas' 

Vedantins maintain Avidya to be a different one for each Jiva (VB., p. 

377). 
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It is interesting to note that even while taking Adhyasa 
as the only A vidya this thinker fails to appreciate the 
beginningless nature of A vidya, which Sailkara enunciates at 
the end of his introduction to the SUtra Bhashya, and has to 
harp on MaIJQana's device of the seed and sprout series 
whenever the beginninglessness of A vidya is spoken of. Thus 
he explains in Sailkara's phrase 'Anadihi' by remarking 

(~) ~~:, dSQI<;:l1N 3ltlfm: - ~fll11f<;fqlC( 

<ql;;jI:S:jl<C1C(~~~~ II 

And in defending his theory of different A vidyas for 
different Jivas, he writes: . 

(~)~-:q~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

1ffilro~ o'G4If+lfoG:f&1 ~ 1 ~ G11;;j1:S:jl<C1C(, ~: 

(VB., p. 378). 

In both of the above instances Vachaspati Misra 
maintains like MaIJQana that A vidya and the nature of Jiva 
each belong to a beginningless series whose previous A vidya 
of Jlva accounts for the succeeding one. 

Vachaspati Misra is a learned scholar and a versatile 
author conversant with all the Darsanas, and in his erudite 
commentary we find many thoughts of Darsanas other than 
Vedanta coalesce into a whole which claims to represent 
Sailkara's system. The reader is referred to the body of the 
present work for some thought-arresting instances. 

4. VlMUKTATMAN 

Vachaspati's liberality in incorporating MaIJQana' s views 
with Sailkara's views was naturally resented by the followers 
of the strictly objective-avidya school who claimed to be the 
sole representatives of Sailkara's Advaita and noticeable 
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reaction was soon to follow. Vimuktatman was the first 
champion of the latter school to make out a strong case in 
their favour. He produced an independent polemical work 
called the Ishfa Siddhi which attempted to base the doctrine 
of causal A vidya or Maya on surer foundations by taking its 
stand on Anubhfiti or pure Intuitive Consciousness on which 
the entire phenomenal universe of Maya is painted (IS., p. 
35). 

This Maya or A vidya is, as we have already learnt from 
the Paiichapiidikii, undefinable either as being or non-being, 
and resting as it does according to Vimuktatman on Pure 
Consciousness, is as insecure as darkness resting in the 
thousand-rayed sun or coldness resting in fire (IS., p. 35), for 
it is neither identical with nor different from Brahman (IS., 
p.36). 

Unlike the author of the Paiichapadika, Vimuktatman 
refuses to go in search of a Pramal)a for Maya for he declares 
straight away that the world is a product of Maya or A vidya 
like the illusory or 'Anirvachya' silver seen in the mother of 
pearl (IS., p. 39). At the same time he has to maintain this 
Anirvachanlya-Khyiiti theory as against the Atmakhyiiti (of 
the Vijiiana-Vadins), the Akhyiiti (of the Mimalllsakas), the 
Anyathakhyati(ofthe Naiyayikas) and the Asatkhyiiti(ofthe 
Madhyamikas) and a considerable portion of the work (pp. 
39-323) is devoted to the refutation of these opponents by 
means oflogical arguments leading to the conclusion that the 
illusory silver being Anirvachaniya demands a material cause 
of the same nature. This cause is to be admitted to be no other 
than the beginningless Avidya (IS., p. 48). 

It is interesting to note that in the course of this 
discussion the author dismisses the notion entertained in the 
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Patichapadika that A vidya may have external objects like the 
pearl-oyster also for its locus since the appearance of false 
silver etc., must be traced to a cause. He argues that the same 
Ajtiana which rests in Atman may very well serve as the cause 
of these false appearances (IS., pp. 56-57). 

Ignorance, according to the Ishfa Siddhi, is never 
completely removed so long as there remains some inert thing 
(IS., p. 71). 

Notwithstanding that Vidya is itself the product of 
ignorance, Vimuktatman contends that it is not inconsistent 
that A vidya can be destroyed by Knowledge in the same way 
as bamboos are sometimes burnt up by fire produced by their 
own friction (IS., p. 69). Gradual removal of portions of this 
Avidya, as it were, by different grades of knowledge is, 
according to the Ish{a Siddhi, quite conceivable since the 
Sruti has recommended various means of their removal (IS., 
pp. 73-74). Even after Avidya has been completely de
stroyed, it is to be presumed that some vestige of it is left over 
as long as the wise man bears the body, since Srutis and 
Smrtis teach two kinds ofMukti, l/vanmukti (freedom in this 
very life) and Videhamukti, release after death (IS., p. 77). 

The absolute disappearance of A vidya is neither being 
nor non-being ; it cannot be both, since that is a self
contradictory notion; nor is it Anirvachanlya, for the removal 
of anything Anirvachanlya cannot itselfbe of the same status. 
Hence the total disappearance of Avidya is of the fifth variety 
(IS., pp. 85-86). It would be more exact to say, however, that 
the destruction of ignorance is destruction and nothing else 
(IS., p. 369), and therefore there need be no discussion as to 
its status. This destruction is really Atman himself known as 
such (IS., pp. 369, 372). 
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Vimuktatman is a staunch opponent of MalJ.qana's and 
Vachaspati's theory that the locus of Avidya is Jiva and not 
Brahman. He resolutely maintains that Brahman is both the 
locus and the object of the Anirvachanlyiividya. The whole 
of the sixth chapter is a sustained attack of the opponent's 
position in all its bearings as well as a staunch defence of his 
own doctrine. 

The verses (V1lI, 25 to 28) at the close of the work 
summing up its chief teachings leave us in no doubt of the 
object of this work which has been aptly entitled 'Ishta 
Siddhi'. 

"There is Mukti and that is to be attained by Knowledge, 
which alone is capable of destroying ignorance. Ignorance 
resides in Atman and to him alone accrues the fruit of 
destruction, leaving Atman alone in the end. Atman is one, 
free from action, infinite, secondless, of the nature of 
Intuitive Consciousness, untainted by ignorance or its effects, 
resting in Himself, the light of lights, self-effulgent. The 
highest bliss desired by all can be known only through the 
Atman taught in Vedanta. And this, as known t9 the knowers 
of the Vedas, is particularly what I have aimed at. Now, this 
doctrine can be established if A vidya is Anirvachanlya. It is 
therefore that I have enquired into the nature of that A vidya, 
in order to achieve the desired end (IS., p. 378)." 

The Vedantic system of the objective-avidya school as 
formulated in the Paiichapiidikii may be considered to have 
been reformed, fortified by logical arguments and placed on 
a surer footing by the ISta-Siddhi than ever before. Vedanta 
became more and more dialectic hence-forward, as may be 
seen from a study of its later developments. 
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5. PRAKASATMAN 

Prakasatman, the disciple of Ananyanubhava, is the 
most celebrated of the successors of Padmapada, the reputed 
author of the Paiichapiidikii. In his production, the famous 
Paiichapiidikii-Vivara.(1a he consolidated almost all that had 
been said before him on behalf of the objective-avidya and 
made contributions of his own in such an authoritative 
manner that this line of thought is now known mostly as 
belonging to the 'Vivara.{18 School', thus almost supplanting 
the Paiichapiidikii and the lsh(a Siddhi. 

In endeavouring to perfect the teachings of the 
Anirvachanlyiividyii school, Prakasatman introduced many 
remarkable changes into the system. The chief innovations 
and improvements for which he is responsible may be 
summed up as follows: 

(1) In disregard of the Paiichapiidikii and the Bhiimatl, 
which taught that texts dealing with SravaI)a, Manana and 
Nididhyasana, were only Arlhaviida, eulogies, in the guise of 
injunctions and in defiance of Sailkara's express statement 
that Brahman is not taught as subservient to any injunction, 
(SB. 1-1-4, p. 23), Prakasatman avers that Sravm;ta or'study 
of the scriptures is enjoined as a means to be practised for 
the Realization of Brahman, and that the very first SUtra of 
BadarayaI)a is meant to discuss the nature and implications 
of this injunction (V., p. 3). 

(2) While agreeing with the Paiichapiidikii in holding 
that the Anirvachaniya-Avidya is the material cause of false 
appearances, the VivaraI)amakes it explicit that both the false 
appearance and its knowledge are due to that A vidya, and 
supports its views very much on the lines of the Ish(a Siddhi 
(V., p. 14). 
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(3) Two more Pramalfas are adduced to prove the 
necessity of the postulated radical-Avidya (V" p. 13). The 
argument is on the whole a clearer statement and amplifica
tion of what the Paiichapadikaand the Ishta Siddhihave said. 
Inference of Avidya in sleep from the waking memory, 
Avidya as distinct from non-apprehension, mis-apprehension 
and its impressions 01., p. 16), the different ways of 
explaining the origin 01.,p.21), and sublationofPratibhasika 
(apparent) objects 01., p. 14), as well as the discussion of the 
ingredient factors which give rise to such objects 01., p. 29), 
the likening of the contact of ignorance and Atman to the 
black colour super-imposed on the sky (V., p. 17), the 
enunciation of the three grades of Being 01., p. 31), emphasis 
on considerations which compel one to identify A vidya and 
Maya 01., pp. 31, 32), and the justification of adducing 
Pramalfas for Avidya directly Intuited by the Witnessing 
Atman 01., p. 43) - these are some of the features which have 
tended to make the Mi11iividya Theory more rigorous than 
before. Prakasatman's treatment of deep sleep, his postulate 
of three different limiting conditions of Jiva in the three 
different states of Conscious ness, the theory of three different 
Chidiibhiisiis in the ignorance obtaining in the three different 
states which accounts for the memory of sleep experience 
(V., pp. 44, 56, 57, 58, 66) are distinct contributions which 
strengthened the position of this school. 

(4) The function of Tarka or reasoning has been 
elaborated and some original doctrines added on to those 
found in the Paiichapiidikii. Prakasatman evidently struggles 
very hard to maintain his position that the Sruti alone can 
produce direct cognition of Brahman and in doing so he 
stretches the meaning of the word 'Tarka' ; for, according to 
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him. it means in the fIrst place (1) reasoning which succeeds 
in removing the suspected improbability or falsity of what is 
taught by the Sruti and in the second place it means (2) 
purifIcation of the mind with the aid of Manana (reason) and 
Nididhyasana (concentration). He offers two alternative 
theories of the function of the Sruti in consonance with the 
Paiichapiidikii The fIrst theory is to assume that Sruti 
immediately gives direct Knowledge. and Tarka only ex
plodes the wrong conception that it is indirect. The second 
is to suppose that the Sruti first produces indirect knowledge 
only. and then with the help of 'Tarka' (in its second 
meaning) it produces direct knowledge. Prakasatman thinks 
that there is nothing incongruous in the second alternative 
that there can be an indirect cognition of Brahman which is 
self-luminous since we have all to infer the self-luminous 
Consciousness of other persons (V .• pp. 103-1O4). It is easy 
to see how dangerously near MaJ)Qana and Vacaspati this 
latter theory is. for Vachaspati says "when we reason and 
then meditate. what we had reasoned about becomes the 
object of meditation and then Intuited. In this sense. reason 
is subsidiary to Intuition" (VB.. p. 445). '. 

(5) Two curious ways of accounting for the continuance 
of the appearance of the world even after the destruction of 
Avidya are to be found in the Vivara.(1a. The first way is to 
assume that the super-imposition of the mind on the Atman 
has been removed and hence the Pramatrtva, the nature of . 
being a perceiver, is obliterated. Mere Consciousness of the · 
Self, being unrelated to the objective world, perception of 
duality becomes out of question, just as there is no question 
of a blind man perceiving colour (V" p. 203), The other view 
is . that the liberated person realizes Advaita in the state of 
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Asamprajiiiita Samiidhi or trance, while he continues to 
experience duality owing to the defect arising out of the 
fructifying Karma (V., p. 284). The continuance of the 
impression of Avidya (Avidya SaI11skara) or Avidya-Lesa 
(remnant of Avidya) is of course taken for granted in 
deference to the opinion of MaI:l<;lana or Vimuktatman (Y., 
pp. 105- I 06). The reader will see that it is the disappearance 
or non-perception, and not the realization of the unreality, of 
the phenomenal world that is contemplated here. 

(6) The 'cause' of the world can be conceived in three 
alternative ways, according to Praldisatman : (1) Brahman 
conjoined with Maya very much like a rope made up of two 
twisted strands is the cause; or (2) Brahman associated with 
the power of Maya is the cause; or else (3) Brahman as the 
locus of Maya, the material cause, is the cause (V., p. 212). 
Elsewhere, (V., p. 232) Prakasatman cites four alternative 
views on this matter : (1) Brahman invested with the power 
of Maya is the cause ; only the Jivas, Its reflections, are 
enveloped in A vidya ; (2) Brahman as reflected in Maya, that 
is Avidya, is the cause of the world, while the pure Brahman 
Itself is ever unsullied, the Jivas being bound by ignorance; 
(3) Each of the Jivas themselves displays Brahman in the 
fOtnl of the world through this ignorance ; owing to 
similarity, the several worlds are imagined to be one and the 
same, in the same way as the second moons fancied by 
different persons suffering from cataract. Brahman in Itself 
is the cause of the world. (4) Brahman, though one, 
transfotnls Itself into the world owing to Its own A vidya, as 
a person does in states like a dream. It is clear that by the 
time ofPrakasatman, Sailkara's Advaita had been completely 
submerged in an ocean of chaotic speculations about 
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cosmogony which had reared their heads under the auspices 
of the theory of objective-avidya, while the genuine method 
of Vedanta, the Adhyaropapavada, had been clean forgotten 
or thrown into the limbo. 

6. SUCCESSORS OF PRAKASATMAN 

Vedanta after Prakasatman mostly bears his stamp on 
most of its details. The Vivara.(1a assimilated the teachings of 
MaI}gana and Vimuktatman and refuted Bhaskara's doctrines 

, '" in more unmistakable terms than the Ishta Siddhi or the 
Bhiimati. It laid greater emphasis on the Anirvachaniya
Avidya doctrine than either the Paiichapiidikli or the Ishta 
Siddhi, and its doctrines appealed to the succeeding Vedan'tins 
so much that today Sailkara's Vedanta is mostly equated with 
the doctrines of the VivaraQa, rather than with the Bhiimati
school. The PratibiJpbaviida, the conception of Jiva as a 
reflection of Brahman in Avidya rather than as limited by 
Antahkarat:ta (mind), the doctrine of Brahman and not the 
Jiva being the locus of Avidya, and the doctrine of a single 
A vidya in preference to that of innumerable A vidyas, 
generally find favour with the present-day Vedantins. though 
the study of the Bhiimati as well as lip-service to Vachaspati's 
views, continues to some extent. 

(1) ANANDA-BODHA 

This state of affairs has been brought about chiefly by 
the synthetical teachings of writers like Ananda-Bodha and 
Chitsukhacharya who drew their inspiration from all the 
Advaitic works of importance. 

The Nyaya-MakaraJida of Ananda-Bodha consists of 
thirteen sections treating ~ of.the different topics of interest 
such as refutation of the difference of selves and of the 
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knowable objects, the theory of illusion, the unreality of the 
world, the self-luminosity of Atman etc. The discussion of 
cach subject is conducted very much after the manner of the 
Brahma-Siddhi, except for the fact that each conclusion here 
is couched in a fonnal syllogism. From Ananda-Bodha 
onwards, the use of the Mlmarpsaka-Nyayas for the interpre
tation of texts and the employment of the dialectic fonns of 
the logicians in disputation came more and more to the fore
front in Vedantic works. For details, the present Sanskrit 
work may be consulted with profit. 

(2) SRI HARSHA 

This writer's Khan¢ana-Khan¢akhiidya ushered in a 
new phase of Vedantic discussion. Sri Harsha believes that 
all duality is Anirvachaniya, that is to say, indefinable. He 
is not content like his predecessors with the assertion that the 
world is Anirvachanlya because it is the product of A vidya 
of that naturc. He challenges the dualists - especially the 
logicians - to produce an unvulnerable defmition of any 
logical category and claims to be able to refute it in toto. He 
has devised a scheme of dialectic for refuting all the 
categories of any dualistic system. The following verse 
embodies the steps of procedure to be adopted in criticizing 
any particular position : 

(\~<."'4It~e.14 ~~~ I 

~~~~f:fmwmr~11 

"My dialectic moves in three directions : 
1. Hit upon some argument similar to those already 

advanced to criticize any new definition brought forward by 
the other party ; 

2. Or, apply one of the criticisms already set forth in this 
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work to other cases where new modes of defence are brought 
forward by the disputant ; 

3. Or else, take up anyone of the many terms which 
make up a proposition enounced by the opposite side and 
begin another criticism of what it denotes on the lines already 
indicated, and when the opponent has exhausted his resources 
of an argument on that point, take to the examination of 
another concept in the same manner (SKh., p. 419). It goes 
without saying that this species of dialectics leads the 
disputants nowhere and that is just what hyper-criticism aims 
at. 

Sri Harsha's contention is that Advaita need not be 
proved inasmuch as it is self-established. Since all items of 
dualistic systems stand self-condemned, it necessarily fol
lows that Reality is Advaita unaffected by the Anirvachaniya 
phenomena. 

(3) CHITSUKHACHARYA 

Chitsukha follows Sri Harsha's foot-steps in criticizing 
the categories of both the Naiyayikas and the Vaiseshikas. 
The lure oflogical treatment of topics, however, tempted him 
so much that he attempted fresh definitions and proceeded to . 
offer logical proofs - sometimes even adopting Mahiividyiis' 
or round-about syllogisms in favour of the Anirvacanlyavidya 
and other doctrines of the neo-Sailkarites. He thus overshoots 
his mark forgetting his model Sri Harsha's warning that his 
dialectic is interested only in demolishing the definitions of 
the dualists and not in defining or proving anything, since the 
dialectic never presumes the reality or unreality of any 

1. This species of sophistic syllogisms said to have been started by 
Kularka Pundita were first refuted by Vadindra in his Mahavidya
Vi(lambana. 
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definition or proof. Sri Harsha's strict position is that no 
proof can be demanded for defending Advaita, since proof 
may be right or wrong even when what is sought to be proved 
is real. It is enough for him that Advaita is revealed by the 
Upanishads. 

(4) SARVAINATMAN 

The hypothesis that Sarvajiiatman was the disciple of 
Sureswaracharya is now generally discredited. That this 
supposition - merely based on the flimsy evidence of the 
word 'DeveSvara', the name of the author's Guru occurring 
at the beginning and the end of the SaIikshepa-Siirlraka -
lacks historical support, has been now proved upto the hilt. 
But even in the absence of such a proof, a cursory glance at 
the contents of the work would be enough to show that 
Sarvajiiatman has no connection whatever with Sureswara, 
for the SaIikshepa-Siirlraka from his pen is no more than an 
exposition of the objective Anirvacaniyavidya doctrine 
unknown to Sureswara. 

The procedure adopted here is mainly on the lines of the 
Vivara.(1a. Besides conducting a detailed examination of the 
relation between Adhyasa and Avidya, Sarvajiiatman made 
certain contributions of out-standing importance to this 
school. The following deserve special mention: 

1. He maintains that positive statements like 'Tat Tvam 
Asi' (That Thou Art) are better suited to describe the nature 
of Atman than negative texts like 'Neti Neti' (SS. 1-250 to 
262). 

2. That Brahman through the medium of Avidya and not 
Brahman qualified by or reflected in Avidya - is the cause 
of the world (1-320 to 333). 

3. That perception is a Prama]J.a for Sanmiitra or Pure 
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Being (1-45, 55) and BadaraYaQ.a rejects the Arambhavada 
(ofthe Vaiseshikas), the SaJighiitavada (of the Buddhas), and 
the ParilJamavada (of the Sankhyas), and prefers the 
Vivartavada alone. It is admitted, however, that from the 
Aropa stand-point, the Sfitrakara teaches the ParilJamavada 
for the use of the lowest grade of enquirers and Vivarta for 
the mediocre minds, while he reserves the Advaita-Drshti for 
the highest minds. Sarvajiiatman is an Ekajlva-Vadin, that is 
to say, he holds that Brahman alone has become the Jiva and 
sees the world in the form of Akasa etc. The preceptor, the 
Veda and reason - all figments of Avidya - are the means of 
getting rid of this Jlva-nature (2-162, 163). He therefore, 
rejects Mal)Qana's and Vachaspati Misra's doctrine that the 
locus of A vidya is Jiva (2-174). Pure Consciousness that 
knows no distinctions is alone the locus and object (Asra
yatva-Vishayatva-Bhagini Nirvibhaga-Chitireva KevaIa 
31P3l<Oj(qfq~<j(q'l1Tf7T;ftm~~). The knowledge of the 
true meaning of the Mahavakyas like 'That Thou Art', says 
Sarvajiiatman, results from dispassion, the discrimination of · 
the meaning of the words 'That' and 'Thou' in the text, the 
determination of the true import of the text and practice of 
Sadhana or discipline, both external and internal. 

In the course of the discussion of the meaning of the 
word 'Thou' (in the Vedantic text) Sarvajiiatman argues that 
agency and enjoyment of the fruits of action do not really 
pertain to the nature of the Self, since they are both · 
objectified by the Consciousness of the Self, while in sleep 
all is merged in Avidya as may be verified by waking
memory. Sailkara's denial of Avidya in sleep should be 
interpreted only to mean that we do not conceive it clearly 
as distinct from us. Ignorance is of course unreal, since it is 
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known through Intuition (3-113 to 131, 139). Sarvajiiatman 
sets great store by the import of the Mahiiviikyiis or texts that 
teach the identity of the individual and the Supreme-Self. The 
Upadhis, the semblance of Chit (Consciousness), the reflec
tion of Chit and also the original Chit itself are all the 
component factors that make up the object denoted by the 
words 'That' and 'Thou'. The author explains at length how 
the Sruti aims at teaching the Absolute or secondless Chit as 
the 'Akhandartha' as it is technically called. The original 
should be carefully studied before one is able to appreciate 
this complicated teaching (3-306 to 318). 

The distinction ofSadyomukti and 11vanmukti is another 
special feature of Sarvajiiatman' s teaching. Ignorance is 
utterly burnt up by Knowledge and so the knowing one is 
immediately released. Jivanmukti taught by the scripture is 
not to be taken seriously (4-38, 39). An alternative opinion 
is also allowed that the apparent continuance (Badhitiinuv{tti) 
of Avidya even after it is blotted out is possible till the 
fructifying Karma is exhausted (4-10 to 46). Sarvajiiatman 
perfected the doctrines of Anirvachaniya-Bhavavidya in 
many respects. He was mostly in favour of the Vivara~a 
school and therefore ruthlessly opposed many of the Ma~Qana 
and Vachaspati doctrines by adopting a dialectic of his own. 
As many as seven different theories about the locus of A vidya 
have been enumerated and confuted by this writer, thus show
ing that the Monism of Avidya-speculators had been split up 
into several different sub-schools by that time. 

CONCLUSION 

This short sketch ofthe history ofVedantic thought from 
the remotest times up to the time of Sarvajiiatman, is expected 
to give the reader an idea of the various attempts and failures 
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of several Vedantins at systematizing the Upanishadic 
doctrines. This epoch is marked by three principle turning 
points: 

1. The ancient period presenting a phase comprising 
many divergent schools of Monism along with the traditional 
school, the precursor ofGauc;lapada's, which was perhaps not 
very dominant then. 

2. The middle period presenting the phase of Vivid 
Consciousness of the un-adulterated traditional method 
represented by Gauc;lapada, Sailkara and Sureswara. 

3. The third period presenting the phase of the 
objective-avidya doctrine of many shades, professing to 
follow and defend Sailkara's views against a solitary 
dissidence 7 that of Bhaskara - but casting the traditional 
method into the shade. This period is also mar~ed by a 
tendency to speculate and ratiocinate, as well as a fondness 
for interpreting Vedantic texts in alternative ways in 
disregard of experience, quietly ignoring the principle that 
Truth and Reality are unalterably uniform in their nature. 

The human mind has been, from time immemorial, in 
quest of universal and absolutely certain Knowledge of Truth 
and Reality, and the result has been the emergence of so many 
systems of philosophy in conflict with one another. Never
theless, the intensity of the search is not abated a whit, and 
philosophers are sure and certain of getting at the Truth some 
day. Neither empirical science which relies on the data 
supplied by the senses, nor speculation which hopes to build 
up a consistent system with the help of reason applied to 
partial experience can satisfy this hunger for Truth or fulfil 
the hope, forthe simple reason that both are limited to partial 
views of Reality. Moreover, the procedure of both science 
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and speculation is circumscribed by time and space, two 
factors that cast a doubt on the finality of the conclusion of 
either. Critical reason no doubt can espouse the claim of 
individual speculative systems or even show the hollowness 
of the pretensions of all reasoning as such, but can never land 
us in Truth or Reality, for it is primarily a faculty of 
examining but not of creating or revealing views and facts. 
A critical philosopher can hastily conclude that the human 
mind is unable to know the real in itself, or can at best 
suspend his judgment. The mystic can indeed pride himself 
on the direct vision of Reality in a special trance not 
vouchsafed to ordinary mortals. But others may question the 
genuineness of that vision for the very reason that it is limited 
to a particular state of particular individuals and not universal 
as Reality ought to be. 

The Upanishads, however, have found a way out of this 
labyrinth. They declare with one voice that Truth and Reality 
combined in one, can be Intuited in one's own Self when one 
transcends both the senses and the mind. This Intuition of the 
Self is universal, for, as Sailkara says, everyone is Conscious 
of one' s own Existence and can never conceive the opposite. 
And this Self is the Reality (SB. p. 6) .• Again this Intuition 
is limited neither by time nor by space, for both . of these 
belong to the region of the not-self and are conceivable only 
by the empirical 'me' which-again pre-supposes the true Self. 
The latter can be neither affirmed nor doubted, neitherproved 
nor disproved to exist, neither accepted nor rejected, neither 
experienced as an object nor thought away, for It is the prius 
which supplies the vel)' ground of these thought-processes. 
Only variant views ont are possible for speculators, whence 
it follows that the assistance of reason may be usefully sought 
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for removing all constructs of imagination upon It by a direct 
appeal to this universal Intuition Itself. It is interesting to 
observe how, taking advantage of the universal and abso
lutely certain nature of this Intuition, which is really the Self 
of all sentient beings, every Upanishad, proposing to teach 
Brahman or Atman, starts with presuming some thought
construct or other as applicable to the Self, and then proceeds 
gradually to show how that attribute is really foreign to Its 
nature. In fact, the Upanishads have the sole aim of 
hammering a single idea into the inquirer's h('ad, to wit, any 
and every notion, positive or negative, entertained with 
regard to this Brahman would be a false ascription, screening -
Its true nature, and therefore the only way of correctly 
knowing It, is to disregard every such ascription and Intuit 
It just as It is, our own self-established Self free from all 
imaginable constructs of Avidya, aye, from Avidya itselffor 
that matter. This truth is forcefully brought out in the 
following excerpt from SaIikara's Aitareya Bhashya : 

"It is. is not ; one, many ; with attributes, without 
attributes; knows, knows not; is active, passive; experiences 
the fruit of action, does not experience the fruit ; has a cuase, 
has no cause; is happiness, misery; within, without; void, 
not void; another, myself, or some one else - whosoever tries 
to ascribe such constructs of imagination to this Absolute 
beyond speech and concepts would as well try to roll up the 
sky like a piece of leather or to climb it up with his steps as 
though it were a flight of stairs, or to get on the trail of birds 
in the sky or of fish in water." (Ait. Bh. concluding 
observations on the first chapter). 

Many an attempt at interpretation of the Upanishads has 
become a failure, just because the various systematizers were 
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not aware of this unique method of procedure adopted in the 
Srutis. While most of the systems, detailed in the present 
work, were aware of the Monistic tendency ofthe Upanishads, 
they uncritically presumed that the present state of the Jiva 
is a fall from the ideal Brahmic nature, and so some effort 
is necessary to re-transform it into its pristine glory. They 
never suspected for a moment that the essential nature of each 
one of us as well as of the whole world of duality is really 
Brahman or the Absolute, eternally unsullied by a second, 
except for the Super-impositions of A vidya. 

The credit of having drawn the attention of Vedantins 
to the only traditional method of interpreting the Upanishads, 
which successfully reconciles all the apparently conflicting 
texts and points to a system in those sacred writings, belongs, 
as shown in the pages of this book, to Gau<;iapada, Sailkara 
and SureSwara - the three resplendent stars that sparkle un
bedimmed in the Vedantic heav~ns. Guided by them, we can 
all listen to the heart-stirring teachings of the Upanishads 
which sing the glory of Brahman and exhort us to give up 
our mental aberrations due to Avidya, and return to our 
Brahmic nature which is really ours now and for ever. 

OM TAT SAT 



BACK TO SANKARA SERIES 

Readers who have studied the Vedanta Prakriyii Pratyabhijjjii will 
naturally be eager to know how the unique method of AdhyiiriJpa
Apaviida would unravel all the intricacies of interpretation of 
particular Upanishads, the Bhagavadg!tiiand the Brahma-SDtriis. The 
following works, in Sanskrit, by Swami Satchidanandendra Saraswatiji 
are an answer to this question : 

Sugama - Adhyasabhashyasya Navinavyakhya 

This, as its name implies, points out a straight and smooth way to the 
essentials of the Vedantic method as understood by Saitkara. It shows 
how the fundamental Adhyiisa or Super-imposition is the only hindrance 
to the Realization of Truth and Reality. 

Siitrabhashyarthatattvavivechani 

This is an original sub-commentary on Sailkara's Bhlishya in three parts 
on the first four aphorisms ofBooarayal).a. It dilates upon the application 
of the Vedantic method to the question of the Knowledge of Brahman, 
and sounds a note of warning against succumbing to mis-interpretations 
that cannot appreciate the value of the genuine Vedantic method. 

SUddha Saitkara Prakriya Bhaskara 
(Light on the Vedantic Method according to Sailkara) 

This is a publication in three parts containing Seven Sections, 
determining the real doctrine of the Upanishads according to the tradition 
of Sailkara's school. 

MaI;l<.liikyarahasyavivrti 

This is the first attempt to show how Gau<;lapada and Sailkara apply the 
unique method of Vedanta to the examination of the ·three states of 
Consciousness. The distinction between the Vedantic and the Mahayanic 

way of reasoning has been clearly brought out here. 

Apply to 

ADHYATMA PRAKASHA KARYALAYA 
Holenarsipur - 573211 or Thyagarajanagar, Bangalore - 560028. 
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